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WELCOME MESSAGE

INTRODUCTION

A BIGGER SHOW, A HIGHER STANDARD
The TFWA Commercial team is charged
with ensuring that
our events offer all
participants the very
best opportunities for
engaging in good and
profitable business.
This year at TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition &
Conference, we are
bringing that chance to
welcome more brands
than ever – with 256
companies exhibiting
on a record 8,400sqm
of floor space. This is a
significant increase on
2013 and has enabled an
additional 60 companies

to show here for the
first time – or return
after an absence.
It’s always good to
welcome new companies
to the event and, this
year, I am particularly
pleased to announce the
participation of Angkasa
Pura Airports in Indonesia. The airport company
is celebrating its 50th
anniversary and presenting its development plan
for the next 10 years with
a stand here this week
and, if you haven’t yet, I
do hope you will stop by
(Level 1 U17). Certainly
the talk given yesterday
morning by Robert

Waloni, Marketing and
Business Development
Director, was inspiring.
But, just adding on
numbers is not enough in
my book. Alongside this
greatly welcomed expansion, we need to also
ensure that the qualitative element of the event
is improved, both for
exhibitors and visitors.
To enable companies
to show their brands in
fabulous surroundings,
we have added the new
Level 1 (Hall A), above
the existing Basement 2
floor, which not only adds
additional space for this
year but also provides the

THIS YEAR AT TFWA ASIA PACIFIC
EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE, WE
ARE BRINGING THAT CHANCE TO
WELCOME MORE BRANDS THAN
EVER – WITH 256 COMPANIES
EXHIBITING ON A RECORD
8,400SQM OF FLOOR SPACE.

Reminder of locations
within the Marina
Bay Sands Expo &
Convention Center:

room for future growth.
Additionally, in response
to comments received
after the 2013 event,
you will have seen that
exhibition aisles are wider
for the benefit of both
exhibitors and visitors.
To ensure convenience,
you will have already
experienced the new
dedicated registration
area located at street
level, along with direct
lift access between the
halls to ensure easy
commuting!
To assist you with navigation you will find five
interactive floor plans
over the two levels, while
we have introduced three
catering bars inside the
exhibition halls to keep
you fed and watered. If
you haven’t discovered
them all yet, we have
mixed the offer to
include one Asian and
one Western food bar in
Basement 2, plus a sushi
bar on Level 1.
On busy days, keeping
the energy levels up is
paramount and so this
year you can also take

NEW BREAKFAST
SERVICE
New this year is the breakfast service, which is available
in the TFWA Asia Pacific Bar from Tuesday to Thursday,
08:00-09:30.
Level 4, Marina Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center

• Two exhibition levels: Basement 2
(as last year) and Level 1 (at street level)
• Registration desks and ONE2ONE Lounge: Level 1
• Conference/Workshops & TFWA offices: Level 3
• TFWA Asia Pacific Bar: Level 4
• New sushi bar: Level 1
• Asian Bar: Basement 2
• Western Bar: Basement 2
• Well-Being Area: Level 1

PRESS CENTRE:
LEVEL 1

breakfast at the TFWA
Asia Pacific Bar. I am
sure you have already
visited the bar for a postshow drink or two, but
if not you will find it on
Level 4 with the possibility to relax both inside
and on the terrace.
Networking opportunities this week are vitally
important. I hope you
have taken advantage
of the ever-popular
ONE2ONE pre-arranged
meetings service taking
place throughout the
week, and are enjoying
the various social activities that are available to
you. Tonight we have the
relaxed Chill-Out party,
sponsored by Tic Tac. We
have a fabulous venue
at the SkyPark on top of
the Marina Bay Sands
Hotel with its incredible
views over Singapore. The
historic Alkaff Mansion
is the venue for tomorrow’s Singapore Swing
Party – always a fun
way to bring the week
to (almost) a close, with
plenty of entertainment
and activities.

With industry growth in
the Asia Pacific region
continuing unabated, the
priority for 2014 has been
to sustain the expansion
of the exhibition without
forsaking quality.
After our successful move
last year to the Marina
Bay Sands, I hope you will
agree that this year we
have again improved our
offer to you in many ways.
Of course, 2015 will be
another challenge, so do
feel free to come forward
with any suggestions on
how we can further build
on the commercial opportunities presented at this
leading regional event.

Patrick Bouchard
Vice-President
Commercial,
TFWA

TFWA PRODUCT
SHOWCASE
The TFWA Product Showcase
is the ideal place for
journalists and buyers to find
comprehensive details on
the brand innovations being
presented at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference.
Many of the exhibiting brands
have uploaded information on
the latest launches across all
product categories. Visitors
can search for products by brand, company or product sector.

Please note that the Press Centre this year has a new
location on Level 1 of the Marina Bay Sands Expo &
Convention Center.

WiFi
SERVICE
TFWA is pleased to provide free WiFi access
within the exhibition halls.
Please choose the SSID TFWA_APE&C and
enter TFWA2014 as the password.
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Scan the QR code or visit
www.tfwaproductshowcase.com

DESTINATION:

SHANGHAI

JING AN SHANGRI-LA HOTEL

静安香格里拉酒店
BOARDING DATE:

TO ATTEND:

高端免税及旅游零售盛会 中国
合作伙伴
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CONFERENCE & WORKSHOPS REPORT

There was a record attendance of 872 delegates
during yesterday’s conference plenary session – a
22% increase year-on-year,
which highlights the importance of the Asia Pacific
region for all travel retail
stakeholders. Indeed,
the rise of Asia Pacific
has been astonishing,
and TFWA President Erik
Juul-Mortensen outlined
some impressive figures in
his traditional State of the
Industry address.
“The key focus of my presentation today is how this region is
shaping our travel retail world,”
he said. “Political stability
in the region has helped us
enormously, and the creation
of the G20 in wake of the global
financial crisis in 2008 showed
clearly how Asian economies
have created a new world order
for the global economy. The
inclusion of a large number
of Asian countries in the G20
was a demonstration of their
economic power.”
Looking ahead, although rates
have slowed, growth in Asia
Pacific is still far outstripping
that in the western world.
According to Generation figures,
global duty free and travel retail
sales reached US$60 billion in
2013. The Asia Pacific region
accounted for US$22.3 billion
of that figure – up 12% year-onyear. Juul-Mortensen described
it as “a superb performance,
well ahead of the global yearon-year increase of 7.5% and
unmatched by any other region.”
The airport channel accounts
for 54% of duty free and travel
retail sales in Asia Pacific. Of the
world’s top 10 airports for travel
retail sales, six are in Asia, led
by Incheon International Airport,
which serves to highlight the
impressive rise of the region.
Indeed, the region has seen
some of the most highly
contested airport retail tenders
recently, and this level of activity
is a clear indication of the
enormous value of travel retail
in the Asia Pacific region.
Juul-Mortensen explained that
fragrances & cosmetics is by
far the biggest category by
value in Asia Pacific, recording a 14% increase to sales
of US$6.6 billion in 2013 and
accounting for 30% of all sales.
Fashion and accessories, up
by 15% to US$4.2 billion is the
second biggest.
Highlighting the importance
of tourism, Juul-Mortensen

TFWA President Erik JuulMortensen: “One of the most
important things we can do is get
governments to recognise the
value of our industry. Tourism
contributed 9% of global GDP
in 2012. We contribute directly
to the prosperity of every
community in which we operate.”

ASIA: SHAPING
THE WORLD
Yesterday’s TFWA Asia Pacific Conference saw a range of distinguished
speakers from differing backgrounds, offering their eloquent perspectives
on the central theme of Asia: Shaping the World.

APTRA President Jaya Singh: “Our vision is to serve all members of the industry, to support
growth, to drive wealth creation, and to protect the industry from emerging threats.”

commented: “One of the most
important things we can do is
get governments to recognise
the value of our industry.

Tourism contributed 9% of global
GDP in 2012. We contribute
directly to the prosperity of
every community in which we
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operate.” Direct employment
related to tourism in Asia Pacific
totals 45 million, while indirect
employment totals 78 million.
Juul-Mortensen also provided an
update on the Duty Free World
Council (DFWC), which held its
first Board meeting in March
during the Duty Free Show of
the Americas in Orlando. He
described it as an organisation
TFWA has strongly believed in
from the beginning, emphasising
the importance of an international voice for the industry that
reflects its international scope.
It is an era of unprecedented
expansion and opportunity in
Asia Pacific. Jaya Singh, President, Asia Pacific Travel Retail
Association (APTRA), provided an
update on the association’s four
strategic pillars – Connectivity,
Research, Training and Advocacy
– which are the foundations of
its future growth. Commenting

on these, Singh said: “We are
creating a network of contacts in
the Asia Pacific region with the
purpose of facilitating connectivity. Research is to enable
opportunities to be identified
and realised. Advocacy is about
determining how we respond to
threats and presenting our case
in a responsible manner as part
of a responsible industry.”
Today, APTRA has close to 100
members, which is a strong
signal that the industry is
moving together as a whole
in Asia Pacific. “Our vision is
to serve all members of the
industry, to support growth, to
drive wealth creation, and to
protect the industry from emerging threats,” Singh commented.
“All stakeholders in this industry
working together with a common
purpose will ensure constant
value and wealth creation for
years to come.”
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THE ASIAN CENTURY
Julia Gillard, Prime Minister of Australia (2010-2013), delivered a truly
engaging keynote address. She offered a unique perspective on why
this is predicted to be ‘the Asian Century’.
As Prime Minister of
Australia between 2010 and
2013, Julia Gillard played
a pivotal role in steering
the world’s 12th largest
economy through the global
financial crisis.
She also strengthened Australia’s ties with its neighbours in
Asia Pacific, and prepared a
White Paper entitled ‘Australia
in the Asian Century’, which was
published in October 2012.
“Whatever else this century
brings, it will bring Asia’s rise.
The transformation of the
Asian region into the economic
powerhouse of the world is not
only unstoppable, it is gathering
pace,” Gillard commented.
She also highlighted the
appropriateness of addressing
delegates in Singapore, which
has long-standing bilateral
relations with Australia. The
two countries have held joint
ministerial meetings since 1966;
the strategic ties that bind the
two countries are strong, and
Gillard explained that they see
eye to eye on a “vast range of
strategic issues”. “We also have
the strongest of commercial ties.
Since 2003, we have had a free
trade agreement with Singapore,
and Singapore is Australia’s
largest trade partner in ASEAN
(Association of South East Asian
Nations), and fourth largest
investment partner,” she added.
“Tourism is vibrant and education exchange is robust.”
The rise of the middle class
across Asia can be seen as a
trigger for opportunities for
Australia and other countries
with an interest in the region.
In this respect, Australia’s
reliance on natural resources
and its location in the world are
now its strengths. “Since 1970,
close to 400 million Chinese
have moved into cities, and
another 200-300 million are
expected to do so in next 20
years,” said Gillard. “They don’t
do this without commodities,
like steel; Australia has plenty
and we have been reaping the
benefits accordingly. Australia,
if we make the right choices,

is no longer an old economy
or subject to the old tyranny of
distance. This has turned it on
its head. I was determined to put
Australia in a position to take
advantage of this.”
It means developing effective
regionalism, which will embrace
food security, education, energy
policy and environmental standards, among other things.
Gillard added that we are living
through enormous change,
highlighting some impressive
figures – China’s economy is
doubling every eight years,
India’s every 11 years and
Indonesia’s every 15 years. This
is, of course, creating opportunities and a rapidly growing
middle class in the region, and
this is part of the big picture
that Gillard wanted the White
Paper to recognise.
Australia has deep ties with
Japan and South Korea, and
is further deepening ties with
China. “I reject notions of
containment of China,” Gillard
commented. “We welcome
China’s rise, not only because
of the economic benefits it
has brought, but because it
strengthens the whole region.
I’m convinced we can manage
strong regional growth.”
She also rejected the idea that
Australia’s closeness to the
US might put its commercial
interests in China at risk; a
quarter of Australia’s exports
are to China. “The relationship
between China and the US –
the two most powerful states
influencing the region – will
determine the temperature of
regional affairs in the coming
years,” explained Gillard. “They
have interlinked interests and
we are optimistic of the ability
between China and the US to
manage change in the region.”
Oversees visitors spent $28.9
billion in their time in Australia
last year – an annual rise of
6%. Gillard added: “Asia’s
rise will bring change to your
industry. You have to be agile
and innovative, and this event
will be important in pointing
the way forward. There is no
alternative other than to push

01 Julia Gillard: “Since 2003, we have
had a free trade agreement with
Singapore, and Singapore is Australia’s
largest trade partner in ASEAN, and
fourth largest investment partner.”
02 Julia Gillard, Prime Minister of
Australia (2010-2013), told the TFWA
Daily’s Ross Falconer that “whatever
else this century brings, it will bring
Asia’s rise. The transformation of
the Asian region into the economic
powerhouse of the world is not only
unstoppable, it is gathering pace”.

01

02

for free trade agreements and
investment in tourism infrastructure.”
Looking ahead, Gillard is now
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Chair of the Global Partnership for Education – a body
that funds education projects
around the world. “We have

seen success in countries like
Yemen, where we have helped
improve enrolment rates by
23%,” she commented.

Adriana Lima
Spring / Summer Collection

Visit us! TFWA Singapore : Level 1 : Booth T18
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INDONESIA’S
‘DECADE OF
AVIATION’
Robert Waloni, Marketing
and Business Development
Director, Angkasa Pura
Airports, highlighted the
importance of aviation as an
engine of economic growth
in Indonesia.
Angkasa Pura, which manages 14
airports, including the gateway of
Denpasar Bali, celebrates its 50th
anniversary this year.
Indonesia is forecast to become
the world’s seventh largest
economy by 2030 – two years ago
it was 16th, today it is 10th, with
a GDP of US$890 billion, which
is some 2.3% of global economic
output. “The rapidly expanding
middle class has a strong role to
play in the economic growth of
country,” Waloni commented.
The rapid growth of passengers
and airline fleets has led to the
last decade being called the

“decade of aviation” in Indonesia.
There was a passenger growth
rate of 19.3% in 2012-2013, while
the average growth rate in the
past 10 years is 13%.
Angkasa Pura Airports handled
72 million passengers in 2013,
with Denpasar Bali alone
handling six million. In anticipation of the creation of a single
ASEAN (Association of South
East Asian Nations) aviation
market next year, it has wasted
no time in transforming the
company. “Rapid growth has
urged Angkasa Pura Airports to
speed up construction of new
airport facilities. Eight projects
underway or have recently been
completed,” explained Waloni.
“Not stopping there, Angkasa
Pura is committed to customer
satisfaction through an unforgettable passenger experience, and
to increasing retail revenues.”

ASIA SHAPES
THE WORLD
Author and strategist Parag
Khanna closed the morning
plenary session with an
energetic address, in which
he gave a whirlwind tour of
how Asia has become the new
economic centre of the world.
A former foreign policy
advisor to Barack Obama, he
is a constant traveller, and
began by saying that almost
everything he buys is in
travel retail.
“I congratulate you on the
service you provide,” he said.
Khanna described Asia as the
“new centre of gravity of the
entire world”. “To paraphrase
Frank Sinatra, if you can’t
make it here, you can’t make it
anywhere,” he commented. “The
more integrated Asia becomes,
the more we need to rethink the
world order. In the world of the
1990s, basically all roads led
through Washington. Today the
world is a much more global

marketplace, no one power is
at the centre and every region
matters. Most importantly of
all, every region is connected to
every other one. There is a rise
in connectivity.”
Khanna gave the example of the
growth in trade between Asia
and Africa over the past 10-12
years, which he said stands at
1,750%.
ASEAN (Association of South
East Asian Nations) growth
drivers are, he explained, urbanisation, demographics, connectivity, and investment. “With half
the population of India, ASEAN
already has the same GDP,”
Khanna commented. “It has a
2-3% annual urbanisation rate.
It’s a very young region, with an
average age of 27, and a high
female participation in education
and the workforce.”
He added that worldwide urbanisation is a positive force for the
travel retail industry. Capturing
the world of expatriates is

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE TUESDAY 13 MAY 2014

Angkasa Pura Airports strives
to achieve retail excellence,
and Waloni acknowledged the
importance of airport retail as a
source of revenue. He outlined
some eye-catching numbers –
average revenue growth in the
last 10 years stands at 15.1%,
while 59% revenue growth is

expected in 2013 due to the new
terminals Angkasa Pura Airports
has opened.
“More airlines will bring even
more passengers to our airports,”
added Waloni. “By 2020, 141
million passengers are estimated
to be busy shopping in our
airports. This will benefit the

airlines, retailers and passengers.”
He concluded: “ASEAN open
skies are getting closer.
Passenger traffic keeps
growing, and the expectations
of customers are on the rise.
Our strategy is partnership
– we firmly believe we are
stronger together.”

on the move. If it were a country,
it would be one of the biggest in
the world.” The main beneficiaries of Asians migrating abroad,
he said, are the US, UK, Canada

and Australia.
“This is a world that’s on the
move, it’s your responsibility
to seize it and capture it,”
Khanna concluded.

Robert Waloni, Marketing and Business
Development Director, Angkasa Pura
Airports: “The rapidly expanding middle
class has a strong role to play in the
economic growth of country.”

Author and strategist Parag Khanna:
“Today the world is a much more
global marketplace, no one power
is at the centre and every region
matters. Most importantly of
all, every region is connected to
every other one. There is a rise in
connectivity.”

another opportunity for travel
retail. “230 million of the world’s
population are expatriates,” he
said. “It’s extremely important
for you to capture these people
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WORKSHOP A:
EAST ASIA: CHINA, JAPAN AND KOREA
Three key travel
retail figures from
Korea, China and
Japan addressed new
customer trends and
the emerging power
of the middle class,
which are changing
the face of travel retail
in East Asia in yesterday’s Workshop A.
There are 100 million
Chinese forecast to travel
over the next year, and
with the largest duty free
shopping centre in the
world opening in Sanya
Haitang Bay in August,
China’s leading place in
the market shows little
signs of slowing down.
Japan is even going to
special lengths to accommodate Chinese travellers, with Mike Gamo,
President and CEO of NAA
Retailing, commenting:
“We expect passengers

from China to rise. We
use videos, our website is
available in Mandarin and
we have many Chinese
staff in our shops.”
Chinese travellers aside,
Gamo is seeing a huge
increase in people visiting
Japan as a whole. “There
has been a 100% increase
in travellers visiting Japan
from 2003 – up from 5.2
million visitors in 2003
to 10 million in 2013. We
had lots of visitors from
Thailand – 500,000 more
in Japan than last year,”
said Gamo.
Zhao Feng, Deputy
General Manager of
China Duty Free Group,
explained that China
cannot rest on its laurels,
as the consumer is
constantly evolving:
“With more and more
Chinese consumers going
overseas to buy goods,
the more consumers shift

as desires for luxury
goods change.”
The Chinese middle
class grew by 11% in
2013 and their spending
power cannot be underestimated.
Embracing e-commerce,
70% of Chinese consumers would rather
purchase via the internet,
and Feng explained that
China Duty Free Group is
making sure it embraces
this new market. “Our
group has a web chat
account, so we can talk
to customers online.”
Sang J. Ahn, Director of
Concession Team 1 at
Incheon International
Airport, boldly admitted
that Korea’s “customer
profile has changed to
Chinese” and that the
three target customers
from China, Japan and
Korea have very different shopping behaviour.

Workshop A explored the dynamic
market of East Asia: China, Japan
and Korea, which is arguably the
motor of the global industry today.

Koreans generally
purchase perfumes and
cosmetics, whereas

Chinese buy jewellery, watches and
leather goods, and

WORKSHOP B:
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
With a vision to increase
its current 14.9 million
passengers to 40 million, and
direct access to 79% of the
world’s emerging middle class
by 2030, Barker explained
that Auckland Airport holds
much potential for retailers.
His fellow speakers Stock
and Mercier said that both
JR Duty Free and LS travel
retail Pacific will likely be
participating in the airport’s
upcoming tender when it
opens in July.

As a mature duty
free sub-region, the
Australasian travel
market faces formidable challenges.
The adverse impact of
LAGs rulings, the recent
legislation limiting tobacco
allowances and growing
competition from digital
market places are threats
to the region’s growth,
while the industry’s focus
on China is also a test for
the area. But don’t underestimate the Australian
and New Zealand market,
is the message from its
key industry players. For,
despite the obstacles
that it faces, the region
is a plentiful pool of
opportunity, and features
some of the world’s most
commercially developed
airports and consumers
that love to spend.
Its duty free market is a
stable one, and passenger
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numbers in the region
are growing, explained
Garry Stock, Chairman, JR Duty Free. The
solution, he stated, is to
“delight” the travelling
consumer with unique and
enticing retail “theatre”.
“In a mature relationship – and certainly in
our sub-region, there
are no rewards without
hard work. The key here
is all about the shopping
experience, and making it
something very special.”
Matthieu Mercier, CEO,
LS travel retail Pacific,
bolstered this perspective,
asserting that exceptional
customer service is pivotal
to the development of the
Australasian market.
“Service is an important
subject all around the
world. Asia Pacific is a
driver for growth in the
industry,” he said, “and
passengers in Asia Pacific
demand the highest level

Japanese consumers
would rather spend on
cosmetics and food.

of customer service. This is
even more true in Australia
and New Zealand, where
you see a very wide variety
of profiles.” The industry’s
reliance on the Chinese
consumer though, he
stated, is a risky strategy.
He urged players in the
region to give equal weight
to local passengers, who
represent more than half
of its customer base and
are its security against the
ups and downs of the “star
profiles”.
With one of the most hotly
anticipated tenders in
the industry in its near
future, Auckland Airport
is on every retailer’s
radar. Richard Barker, the
airport’s General Manager
of Retail and Commercial,
explained that the airport
is “taking the bull by the
horns to grow the travel
retail industry”. “I am
always looking for the best
operators, and those who
present the most compelling offers. I want people
to visit the airport and
know that it is different
and reflects the best of
New Zealand.”
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WORKSHOP C:
SOUTH-EAST ASIA
Seismic shifts in the
airline business will
present a wealth of
opportunities for travel
retail in the coming
years, but they will also
create new challenges.
That’s according to
yesterday’s Workshop C:
South-East Asia, which gave
insights into the future of
air travel in the region and
how its evolution will impact
global travel retail.
“The airline business is
changing dramatically
and that is going to have
major implications for your
business,” explained Peter
Harbison, Chairman, CAPA
– Centre for Aviation.
Harbison said the rise
of low-cost carriers in
South-East Asia is changing
everything from passenger
behaviour to airport
infrastructure. “Low-cost
airlines are growing and we

Once you weigh up all
the colourful possibilities of working
in India, a diverse
country that speaks
over 22 languages,
they are endless.
In Workshop D: India
and South Asia, Argya
Chakravarty, CEO,
Times OOH; Duncan

are starting to see these
airlines connect in a way
that makes them similar to
the traditional full-service
carriers,” he commented.
Attendees heard how
cooperation between
low-cost carriers is extending the reach of these
airlines. They also heard
how airports in South-East
Asia are working with
low-cost carries to eliminate
the need for passengers to
recheck bags while transiting. “It will change the
infrastructure of airports,”
said Harbison.
Tony Detter, Group Managing Director, Inflight Sales
Group, said the rise of
low-cost carriers will
present challenges. “The
aircraft will be physically
smaller, so we are going to
have to be smarter,” he said,
hinting at a greater role for
e-commerce in travel retail.
The conference also

Lawley, CEO of Delhi
Duty Free Services; and
Paul Topping, Director
and Board Member of
Flemingo International,
discussed the brilliance
and bravery involved in
working in the travel retail
sector in India.
Lawley was quick to
outline the pros of working
in such a diverse country

heard from Robert Waloni,
Director and Board Member
at Angkasa Pura Airports,
who highlighted Indonesia’s
rapidly expanding affluence
as an opportunity for travel
retail. “We are now the 10th
largest global economy – up
from 16th in 2012,” he said.
“The growth in Indonesia’s
middle class is significant.”
The conference ended with
advice against applying a
one-size-fits-all approach
to Asian travellers.
“There’s not one Asia,” said
Harbison. “Each country
has very specific interests
and preferences. I think
this is one of the biggest
challenges, as well as
an opportunity. It’s about
finding the right product
mix.”
Detter echoed that sentiment: “It’s almost down to
a route by route analysis to
see the profile of
passengers.”

WORKSHOP C EXPLORED THE DIVERSE
TRAVEL RETAIL LOCATIONS OF SOUTHEAST ASIA, WITH CONTRIBUTIONS
FROM SOME OF THE COMPANIES
SEEKING TO EXPLOIT THE POTENTIAL
OF THE REGION.

WORKSHOP D:
INDIA AND SOUTH ASIA
in the travel retail sector.
“India’s population is due
to overtake that of China
by 2028, reaching 1.45
billion people. It has 22
languages, and the most

variety of religions, but
opportunities outweigh
the challenges of doing
business here,” he said.
Lawley outlined some of
the challenges, including

Workshop D: India and South
Asia explored India and the
Indian consumer, as well as
key markets elsewhere in
South Asia.
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the Indian Government’s
ban on exporting vegetable fat, which automatically eliminates 40% of
confectionery from Delhi
Duty Free.
“There is a problem in
India with counterfeit
products, which affects
the liquor, fragrances
and confectionery
categories. Illegal trade
in spirits is a $35 billion
market in India.”
Weather, location and
shipping make logistics
costs extremely high
in the region, but for
budget travellers the
most common theme is
whisky, with India having
the largest market in the
world for it.
With 430 million people
and the average age of
the population just 27,
there is a young and
highly educated vibrant
workforce.
Chakravarty said: “India

is the third largest world
economy, the Indian
middle class is expected
to grow to 267 million in
2015, and in the next 20
years 50 million Indian
passengers will travel.
66 million passengers fly
out of Delhi and Mumbai
each year, and 91% of
them are high net worth
individuals, 47% travelling on business class,
and 75% of passengers
are middle senior
level officers or
entrepreneurs.”
Topping outlined the
sectors he is keen to
develop: “The demand
is there. It is dominated
by liquor, but we can’t
rely on that, we have
to develop the perfume
market and other
categories, now we have
the space, but we need
to build business and
that’s how we will
get growth.”
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CLOSING PLENARY SESSION:

ASIA 2020
Yesterday afternoon’s Closing Plenary Session concluded
the conference with two truly forward-thinking addresses,
exploring innovation and change in traveller’s shopping
behaviour, from Jorge Rodriguez, Director, Brand Alliance,
and Shubhodeep Pal, Vice President, SimpliFlying.
Jorge Rodriguez, Director,
Brand Alliance, explored
the behaviour of Generation Y shoppers (Gen Y’s),
and how brands and retailers should market their
products towards them. He
explained that the definition of Generation Y has
gone beyond demographics
of age, but it is now a term
to group a certain population of people with the
same mentality.
“Gen Y’s see themselves as
global citizens and they carry a
different set of values from that
of the baby boomers who are
known to be more industrious,
change-adverse and prudent,”
he said. “The Gen Y, often more
highly educated and connected
through the use of technology,
tend to be more concerned
about brand purpose, can be
influenced by peers and they
seek work-life balance which
will provide them the flexibility
to explore.”
Generation Y shoppers are fully
embracing social media and
e-commerce, and Rodriguez
explained that the smartphone
has become an enabler for them.
He outlined three aspects for
understanding Gen Y’s: Shopping

behaviour, social media and
e-commerce, and new categories. He elaborated that Gen Y’s
already have a purchase in mind
when they visit a store, but that
there is a balance with impulse
purchasing. Fundamental criteria to meet, explained Rodriguez,
are quality, affordability, brand
reputation, and recommendations from friends and family.
In terms of social media and
e-commerce, Rodriguez said:
“Gen Y’s are bombarded with a
lot of information. They share
their views and they influence
their peers.”
Meanwhile, a few new categories are appealing to Gen Y’s
– premium packaged food, for
which there is growing demand;
local destination delicacies; hair

care products; the cosmeceutical
category; and gold, for which the
main focus is Chinese and Indian
shoppers, due its desirability
and potential as an investment
for the future.
Rodriguez concluded by saying
that it is important to create
brand presence, work harder
in-store to attract impulse
buyers, manage price positioning and perception, and identify
new attractive categories.
Shubhodeep Pal, Vice President,
SimpliFlying, followed with an
intriguing insight into how to
engage with the Connected
Traveller. SimpliFlying is an
aviation marketing consultancy
that works at the cutting edge of
digital/social engagement – with
a focus solely on aviation. “We’re

Shubhodeep Pal, Vice President, SimpliFlying: “We’re living in a very exciting age, things are
changing so quickly. The evolution of the digital landscape, through our smartphones and through
social networks, is probably the most remarkable thing that has happened in last 10 years.”

Jorge Rodriguez, Director, Brand Alliance, explained that it is important to create
brand presence, work harder in-store to attract impulse buyers, manage price
positioning and perception, and identify new attractive categories.

living in a very exciting age,
things are changing so quickly,”
Pal enthused. “The evolution of
the digital landscape, through
our smartphones and through
social networks, is probably the
most remarkable thing that has
happened in the last 10 years.”
He spoke of more personalisation and a more connected
world. “The age of advertising
and mass communication was
an aberration; markets were
always meant to be conversations – buyers conversing with
sellers,” he contended.
So, what do brands need to know
about the Connected Traveller?
Pal explained that travellers
seek value and frequently
comparison shop. They are deal

seekers and they research
online. Social advocacy is also
important – Pal echoed Rodriguez’s sentiment that travellers
will take shopping decisions
based on recommendations
from friends.
What is the future? Pal
outlined three suggestions:
Virtual shopping, digital
immersion, and Beacons. It is
this third suggestions that Pal
said is most exciting, providing a simple and convenient
way for travellers with the
relevant software on their
smartphone to receive in-store
notifications. “Airport retail
is an exciting place to be and
airports to embrace these
innovations,” he concluded.

TFWA INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
WORKING LUNCH
Yesterday’s TFWA Industry Association Working Lunch provided an
opportunity to discuss regulatory and other issues facing the industry in
Asia Pacific and beyond. Senior representatives from industry associations
gave an update on progress and the likely next steps regarding various
challenges to the regional and global business.
14 – TFWA DAILY
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01

SOMETHING NEW

02

As the exhibition opens this morning a spectacular array of
brands awaits delegates, including 60 new and returning
exhibitors all keen to make their mark on the industry.
Here, the TFWA Daily takes a look at the exciting new faces
that are exhibiting in Singapore for the first time. Further
instalments of our focus on new and returning exhibitors
will follow in subsequent issues of the magazine.

MIRIAM QUEVEDO 01

YUNNAN TOBACCO
INTERNATIONAL 02

LEVEL 1 V14
WHO ARE YOU?
Miriam Quevedo, awardwinning luxury anti-aging
haircare brand from
Barcelona, Spain, had
been manufacturing
cosmetic products for the
past 30 years for other
Spanish and international
cosmetic brands – some
of them very well-known.
Then, seven years ago, we
decided to launch our own
brand. Taking advantage
of our extensive knowhow we create a range of
intensive ‘anti-aging’ hair
care. Innovative and highly
effective products
developed through a
fusion of two technologies – skincare and hair
care – and using the
ultimate in luxury active
ingredients that are both
rare and unique and of the
highest quality, including
White and Black Caviar,

BASEMENT 2 A2
pure Swiss glacial water,
Imperial Orchid, organic
Argan Oil, 24k gold,
platinum and diamond
powder and cocktails of
precious stones, among
others. Miriam Quevedo
stands for functional
luxury cosmetics using
the highest concentrations
of unique and exclusive
quality and high-tech
active ingredients.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?

Our products are
purchased by worldwide
consumers. We are
primarily targeting the
modern woman, who
is well informed and
well-travelled, wants to
be individual and understands luxury, is willing to
pay for results, wants to
look great at all times, and
is concerned about her
overall well-being.

To strengthen our
presence in the Asian
market and move into the
travel trade.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
We want to have a
stronger penetration in
the Asian market. We
feel that the travel trade
offers us some great
opportunities.

WHAT IS YOUR UNIQUE
SELLING POINT (USP)?
Our commitment and
honesty, with unique,
rare, and precious high
quality active ingredients;
our attention to detail
and creative and innovative business ethics; and
unique research and
sustainable development.

WHO ARE YOU?
Our company is engaged
in cigarettes manufacture
and sales, and has the
ambition to expand
abroad and build the
international brands.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?

markets. TFWA has the
great influence in the
travel retail sector that
can help us to increase
awareness of the brand
within the channel.

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?

Currently most of our
consumers are Chinese,
but in the future we will
pay more attention to
attracting other international consumers in
addition to the Chinese.

The reasons for us to
exhibit at TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition &
Conference are to better
show our products to
operators and distributors,
and to build our international image.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?

WHAT IS YOUR USP?

Yunnan International
Tobacco is now in the
process of transferring
its strategy from the
domestic market to the
international market, and
the duty free channel is
one of our most important

First is the Chinese
culture; second is the high
quality and sense of luxury
in our products; and third
is the high recognition and
popularity among Chinese
consumers.

Visit us at Stand

C10
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03

04

BARTON & GUESTIER 03

HOUSE OF SILLAGE 04

BASEMENT 2 D33

BASEMENT 2 A13

WHO ARE YOU?
Barton & Guestier, the
oldest wine merchant
established in Bordeaux,
was founded in 1725 by
true Irish adventurer
Thomas Barton. With
almost three centuries
of experience in the
wine business, Barton &
Guestier is the first French
brand name, known to
millions of consumers
worldwide thanks to its
presence in 130 countries
on five continents.
The brand’s expertise
guarantees regular quality
vintage after vintage, and
the range represents the
wonderful diversity of
French wines from the
main growing regions.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?

Our approachable premium brands
are segmented for each
channel: off trade, on
trade and travel retail, to
better suit consumer’s
needs – from amateurs to
specialists.

With our presence
in airports, airlines,
diplomatic and military,
we have gained reliable
experience in Europe and
would like to reinforce
our position in the
dynamic Asia Pacific area,
especially by meeting new
key players.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
Asia Pacific is a vibrant
area with the world’s most
brand-conscious travellers, who expect even
more premium products.
That, added to the growing
market that represents
travel retail in this region,
makes TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference
a great occasion for
us to reinforce our key
position and create new
opportunities.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
We are a leading brand
of fine French wines
exported worldwide
thanks to our high
credibility from a long
heritage as the oldest
wine merchant established in Bordeaux. Barton
& Guestier could take a
‘global approach’ to its
travel retail business
within several years,
with a true international
portfolio.

WHO ARE YOU?
In a world consumed by
mass-produced items of
generic quality, House
of Sillage returns to the
essential elements that
define luxury. Founder
Nicole Mather focuses
intently on distinguishing
every detail of the artistry,
traditions and unmatched
craftsmanship of the
classic Parfumerie while
transcending modern
conventions. House of
Sillage creates extraordinary fragrances, which
are produced in France by
a team of highly skilled
noses, artists and designers. Each breathtaking
bottle is tailored by years
of experience and has
been given time-honoured
attention, from the rare
and exotic ingredients to
the brilliantly designed

jewelled caps that have
made each fragrance a
treasured and collectible
work of art.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?
The House of Sillage
clientele is chic, sophisticated, discerning and
knowledgeable. The
target market is affluent,
high net worth individuals, and House of Sillage
products create a beautiful gifting piece.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
We are at a stage where
we can support and
welcome growth into the
Asian market. We are also
entering the travel retail
and duty free markets in
Russia and the Middle
East. We are looking to
simultaneously expand to
the duty free and travel
retail markets worldwide.

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?
Our objectives are to gain
a better understanding
of the clientele while
meeting potential
distributors, retailers
and partners.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
Quality. We will never
sacrifice quality to gain
better margins.

Visit us at Stand
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SOCIAL PROGRAMME

EVENING
EVENTS
TFWA ASIA
PACIFIC
BAR

KINDLY
SPONSORED BY:

Tuesday 13 May to Thursday 15 May

Breakfast from Tuesday to Thursday,
08:00-09:30
Drinks from Tuesday to Wednesday,
18:00-19:30
Level 4, Marina Bay Sands Expo &
Convention Center

DFNI AWARDS
Tonight, 18:00, The Begonia Ballroom,
Level 3, Marina Bay Sands Expo &
Convention Center

The TFWA Asia Pacific Bar has become firmly
established as the ideal onsite networking venue,
and is the perfect place to unwind with friends and
colleagues. The large terrace overlooking Marina Bay
is sure to again be a popular feature, as will the new
breakfast service available from today until Thursday.

DFNI will celebrate its 17th annual DFNI Awards for
Travel-Retail in Asia/Pacific, recognising industry
excellence and innovation in Asia Pacific, with awards
in several categories decided by a vote open to all
companies operating in the region.
Free entry to all badge holders
Dress code: Business

Tonight, 19:30, SkyPark, Marina
Bay Sands

Wednesday 14 May, 20:00
Alkaff Mansion

Tonight’s Chill-Out Party features a spectacular
new venue – the SkyPark, perched on the 57th
floor of the Marina Bay Sands. It is a venue highly
conducive to contemplation and, alongside the soft
lighting and chilled soundtrack, guests will find
aromatherapy, sophrology, massages, games to
exercise the mind, and delicious canapés.

The Singapore Swing Party is always a highlight
of the week. Guests will experience a night of
Italian beauty and art, featuring stilt-walkers,
contortionists, contact jugglers and mime
artists. This drama and spectacle will take
place in the historic setting of Alkaff Mansion –
one of Singapore’s architectural treasures.

By invitation only (part of the TFWA full
delegate package)
Extra tickets can be purchased at
registration, Level 1
Dress code: Casual

By invitation only (part of the TFWA full
delegate package)
Extra tickets can be purchased at
registration, Level 1
Dress code: Smart Casual

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC BAR
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TFWA
ASIA
PACIFIC
BAR
The popular TFWA
Asia Pacific Bar
opened yesterday
evening, and for the
rest of the show is
the place to be for
networking and
winding down with
friends and colleagues
after a busy day of
meetings, with its
fabulous outdoor
terrace that boasts
some of the best views
in Singapore.

Located on Level 4 of the
Marina Bay Sands Expo
& Convention Center, it is
open today and tomorrow
between 18:00 and 19:30
for socialising in style. For
the first time this year, the
well-established venue
also serves breakfast.
From this morning until
Thursday it is open from
08:00-09:30 for breakfast
in the morning sunshine
– there is no better way to
begin the day.

A WONDERFUL YEAR FOR WiT
Women from every
corner of the industry
gathered together
yesterday in the
cosmopolitan setting
of the TFWA Asia
Pacific Bar, to discuss
the momentous
achievements made
by the group in their
charitable endeavours
last year.
La Prairie Group’s Tina
Tam disclosed to an
enlivened audience
that last year’s drive
to raise money for
Hong Kong-based NGO
A Drop of Life was a
resounding success. The
group surpassed last
year’s ambitious fund
raising goal, amassing an awe-inspiring
HK$350,000 to contribute
to the construction of

a water dam sufficient
to supply water for an
entire village. Work on
the bridge will begin in
June in time for the rainy
season in August, and Ms
Tam and members of WiT
will visit Hong Kong to
see the completed dam in
November.
Furla’s Gerry Munday
then introduced the
group to its 2014 charity,
All As One. Based in
Sierra Leone, All As One
provides care, accommodation and education
to the nation’s most
vulnerable children. The
charity plans to build a
new Children’s Centre,
which will include two
children’s homes, an
academy and a medical
clinic, and WiT’s aim is
to contribute €25,000 for
a truck to transport the
vital sand for the Centre’s
construction.
In addition to using the
collective persuasive
powers of its members to
do important charitable
work, WiT is a fantastic

place for women in the
travel retail business to
meet. “It comes from
a time when it was not

so easy for women to
meet other people,” said
ETRC President Sarah
Branquinho said. “And
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now, WiT is a wonderful
place to network – to
meet women with whom
you’ve got something

in common, and just to
exchange on what it’s like
to be a part of this global
industry.”

LIQUOR & TOBACCO
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LIQUOR FEATURE

02

03

04
01 The Diverse Flavours product range includes
many premium award-winning South African
wines from family wine estates across the winegrowing region of the Western Cape, South Africa.
02 The Macallan is The Edrington Group’s number
one brand in Asia.
03 Patrón’s quad pack is an ideal luxury gift set
for travellers interested in the range.
04 Rémy Cointreau is highlighting this year’s
Cannes Film Festival limited edition. Its XO
Excellence is available in a wonderful golden
presentation.
05 Auguste Cognac from Bache Gabrielsen’s
Dupuy range is a 100% Grande Champagne
Cognac aged for 60 years in its cellars and bottled
in a luxury decanter designed by the famous
crystal maker Daum.

LIQUID GOLD
Jessica Mason looks at ways in which drinks brands are
getting themselves noticed in a crowded marketplace.
Understanding how to
make an impression in
Asia Pacific can be a tricky
business, especially when
appealing to palates and
capturing attention within
travel retail.
“We can no longer define Asian
travellers as one group. Their
needs are all different. Therefore
the selection and offer made
to these groups needs to be
considered carefully in order to
maximise the opportunity,” said
Anthony Budd, Managing Director, Diverse Flavours (Basement
2 C34). “Different countries,
different cultures, different
wealth levels, growing individual
travel, large group travel, young,

old, business, tourist, adventure
travellers – you now have the lot.”

MAKING A MEMORABLE
IMPRESSION
One way of appealing to a raft of
travelling consumers is by overdelivering and creating a feast
for the senses so your brand is
well remembered.
“Edrington brands believe in
innovation, to surprise and
delight the consumer, and
premiumisation to satisfy their
demand for high quality luxury
spirits. We will continue with this
strategy,” commented Claren
Wong, Regional Marketing
Manager, Asia Travel Retail at
Edrington (Basement 2 H36).
Similarly, “Rémy Cointreau

GTR will continue to drive
growth in sales with striking
presentations and lively in-store
activations,” explained Matthew
Hodges, Marketing & Business
Development Director, Rémy
Cointreau GTR (Basement 2 E2).
For instance, “the Rémy Martin
Coupe Shanghai, which harks
back to the busy east-west
trade routes of the early 1900s,
is a great centrepiece of any
store display and we will be
exploiting that attraction to best
advantage. It was launched in
Singapore in December last year
and in addition will be available
in China, South Korea, Taiwan,
Macau, Malaysia, Vietnam and
Japan from May,” said Hodges.
Rémy Cointreau GTR has also
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just launched its new look ‘Fly
Me To…’ multi-brand promotion
in partnership with DFS simultaneously at Singapore Changi
and Hong Kong International
Airport. The promotion, first
introduced in 2011, encourages passengers to sample a
range of classic cocktails based
on Rémy Cointreau’s brand
portfolio, including Rémy Martin,
Russian Standard, Cointreau,
Mount Gay, and Piper Heidsieck,
linked to some of the world’s

05

most glamorous destinations.
“Mixologists dressed in cabin
crew uniforms and a tasting bar
decorated with vintage aviation
props strengthen the visual
identity. Customers can sample
cocktails and take away cocktail
recipes and a specially designed
retro travel bag as a gift with
purchase,” Hodges explained.

ACCESSIBLE LUXURY
Aristide Chevaillé, spokesperson
for Bache-Gabrielsen (Basement
2 A10) reminded that there are
also other ways of getting attention – by supplying something
of top quality at an affordable
price point. “This year we will be
showcasing our brands BacheGabrielsen and Dupuy as usual,
but with new items such as our
Luxus, which is a 10-year-old
Cognac, completing our Dupuy
range between VSOP and XO.
Indeed, this is a wonderful
Cognac, which is considered as
a younger XO. This way we can
supply a top quality Cognac at
a very affordable price. Indeed,
we have noticed that with the
new regulations in China and
the increasing middle class,
this kind of affordable luxury
product has good potential,”
said Chevaillé. “We will also be

LIQUOR FEATURE
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launching our Auguste Cognac
which is the top end of our
Dupuy range: a 100% Grande
Champagne Cognac aged
during 60 years in our cellars
and bottled in a luxury decanter
designed by the famous crystal
maker Daum.”
Patrón (Basement 2 L25)
tequilas and liqueurs are all
ultra-premium, high-quality
and sophisticated luxury spirits,
made from 100% Weber Blue
agave in the Highlands of
Jalisco, Mexico. “Increasingly,
across the globe, people are
discovering that Patrón is
truly a flavourful and versatile
spirit, just like a fine Scotch
or Cognac,” said Greg Cohen,
Vice President, Corporate
Communications at Patrón
Spirits. “Particularly for those
consumers who enjoy brown
spirits, our aged marks Patrón
Reposado and Patrón Añejo are
quite appealing. With this in
mind, we’ve recently introduced
a new extra añejo tequila called
Gran Patrón Piedra, which is
aged in new American and

French oak barrels for four
years.” Cohen added: “We also
have an aged tequila called
Gran Patrón Burdeos, which we
finish in Bordeaux wine barrels”
for something else a cut above
average and a bit special.
Armagnac Janneau (Basement
2 A26), which owns stocks of
old, ageing Armagnac, insists
that all of its stocks are “classified 100%” and it is this kind
of quality assurance people
seek more than anything else.
Corinne Bucchioni, spokesperson for Armagnac Janneau,
explained that two years ago,
the company embarked on
a new “vintage strategy” as
more vintages were in demand
throughout the world and in
emerging markets. “We are
therefore focusing on this sector
at the moment, offering a varied
new range of very old vintages,
and from time to time new
limited edition concepts such as
the successful Dragon Vintages
of 2012 and new this year the
1964 Golden Age 50 years old,”
said Bucchioni. “For the first

09

time, we’ll be showcasing the
new repacking of our core
Classic Blends range, such as
the VSOP Audace, Napoleon, XO
Royal, and the ultra-premium XO
18yo Extraordinaire. We look at
surprising our existing and new
customers with some strong
impact, luxurious, avant-garde
design. We will also showcase
the 50yo Golden Age, a special
limited edition of only 500
bottles, distilled exclusively in
1964. Another luxury new gift
pack will be Decades Celebration – a mini oak display pack
including three anniversary
vintages: 1974, 1984, and 1994
vintages at cask strength.”
From Lateltin (Basement 2
J29), its Cresta Swiss Chocolate
Liqueur, which uses the slogan
‘Enjoy the Chocolate Side of
Life’, gets a packaging refresh,
giving it further appeal on-shelf.
Martin Schneider, spokesperson
at Lateltin, said: “The new tin
packaging will be presented at
this year’s TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference.
Cresta is a cream liqueur with
world famous Swiss chocolate.
It’s light and smooth with an
elegant, delicate finish. Its
unique bottle shape and real
gold design stand for its soft
texture and high quality.”
Kinmen Kaoliang Liquor
(Basement 2 N12), which is
100%-owned by Kinmen County
Government, Taiwan, produces
and distributes Kaoliang liquors
distilled from granite-filtered
water, sorghum and wheat.
Kinmen Kaoliang Liquor has
a market share of over 80%
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06 Père Magloire Fine V.S.
Calvados, from Spirit France
in its new finery.
07 Cellar Reserve Kinmen Kaoliang
Liquor is the ultimate luxury.
08 Armagnac Janneau is
showcasing the 50yo Golden Age,
a special limited edition of only
500 bottles, distilled exclusively
in 1964.
09 Herbal liqueurs are getting
trendy, so Lateltin has launched
Swiss herbal liqueur CHrütli
Schwur to answer demand.
10 Bacardi Global Travel Retail’s
new Aberfeldy’s exclusivity to
travel retail gives it the added
kudos as a perfect gift for single
malt lovers.

in Taiwan and in recent years
has been savvy enough to have
developed several high-end
products ideal for gifting within
travel retail. Vivi Chen, Sales
Specialist at Kinmen Kaoliang
Liquor Inc, said: “This year
we’re exhibiting 500ml Cellar
Reserve Kinmen Kaoliang
Liquor. It contains 56 degree
fine liquor aged for three years.
The bottle, embossed with
dragon patterns, symbolises
the passing down of Chinese
culture and the prosperity of
Kinmen Kaoliang Liquor Inc. like
a leaping dragon. The design is
a breakthrough for tradition, a
similar shape to flying fish, lines
are flowing and fashionable.”
According to Chen, “Kinmen
Kaoliang Liquor aims to
expand duty free and travel
retail markets, increase brand
awareness worldwide, and
partner with strong operators
to build up a global distribution

network and develop key duty
free markets” with a specific
emphasis on the Asia Pacific
region “especially Incheon
International Airport, Hong Kong
International Airport and Changi
International Airport”.
There is, indeed, no shortage of
premium spirits vying for attention from the Asia Pacific travel
retail arena. Calvados producer
Spirit France, which has brands
including: Père Magloire,
Boulard and Lecompte in its
portfolio also owns and develops
Armagnac Le Marque.
Paula Baute, Assistante Marketing for Spirit France (Basement
2 H6), stated that the company
will take its brands in a new
direction by showcasing some
luxurious packaging. “The time
has come for Spirit France to
take a new step forward for our
four brands. TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference is
the perfect place to introduce
its premium and upgraded
ranges. Sales are growing in
Asia, especially in China and
Japan. Asia is very strong and

10
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we expect important growth for
our company in this region in
the next 12 months. Moreover,
duty free is a strategic approach
for our company,” said Baute,
adding that it will “introduce its
large range of exciting Calvados
in stunningly simple yet luxurious packaging”.

THE DESIRE FOR
BROWN SPIRITS
For other companies, the
focus is more on other brown
spirits. For instance, Edrington,
which boasts the Macallan and
Highland Park single malts,
and The Famous Grouse and

14

Cutty Sark blended whiskies
in its line-up, sees its portfolio
complemented by golden rum
Brugal, while on the paler side
there is Snow Leopard vodka.
“The Macallan is our number
one brand in Asia. We have
also been very pleased with
the performance of Highland
Park, our single malt from the

Orkney Islands. Innovation and
premiumisation are core to our
strategy and we are responding
with beautiful and exclusive
gift presentations and limited
editions,” said Wong.
“At TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference, the principle
focus will be The Macallan
Single Malt Scotch Whisky. We
will be featuring The Macallan
Masters of Photography – Daido
Moriyama which is exclusive
to Asia, The Macallan Fine &
Rare Tantalus, the Highland
Park Warrior Series of six single
malts, The Famous Grouse
16 YO Vic Lee Special Edition,
Cutty Sark Storm, Cutty Sark
Prohibition, which recalls the US
prohibition era of the 1930s, and
Brugal Extra Dry, Extra Viejo and
XV Gran Reserva,” Wong added.
From Bacardi (Basement 2
G20), the Glen Deveron, Royal
Burgh Collection has been
launched globally, following
its success in select European
markets in 2013. It is joined by
the relaunch of a reinvigorated
Aberfeldy Highland Single Malt
Scotch Whisky, including the
introduction of an 18-year-old
expression, exclusively available in global travel retail. Mike
Birch, Managing Director of
Bacardi Global Travel Retail,
commented: “Single malts are
enjoying a massive surge in
popularity right now as collectors and connoisseurs seek out
the new and the rare. We’re
leveraging that power with a
strong innovation pipeline for
the category, gathering pace to

craft a range of superb travel
retail exclusives. Building on our
success in white spirits, we are
equally ambitious as a major
player in the whisky category
and our recent launches are
testament to the energy and
drive we’ll be injecting. We’re
confident the Aberfeldy range is
set for success.”
Not one to miss out on the
biggest trends, while still
presenting its own clever take
on a theme, Brown-Forman
(Basement 2 M1+2), which owns
Southern Comfort and Finlandia
among other premium brands,
is refocusing on its American
whiskey portfolio. “American
whiskey is a very dynamic
category and with brands like
Jack Daniel’s and Woodford
Reserve, we are enthusiastic
about our opportunities for
future growth. Within travel
retail, we are innovating at a fast
pace and have launched Jack
Daniel’s Sinatra Select, Jack
Daniel’s No.27 Gold Tennessee
Whiskey and the Jack Daniel’s
Master Distiller Series within the
last 18 months,” said Tim Young,
Brown-Forman Marketing Director Global Travel Retail, India,
Middle East and Africa.
Young reiterated how it is, in
truth, all about giving consumers an experience to remember:
“Currently, we are planning
numerous American whiskey
displays and activations around
the globe, including several
within the APAC region. We have
seen great success working with
retail partners to bring these
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engaging activities to life and we
have evolved our plans as we go
to ensure we are giving consumers the best possible experience
with our brands.”
Hodges from Rémy Cointreau
explained that the company
is showcasing Bruichladdich,
“a unique collection of single
malt Scotch whiskies from
an exclusive distillery on the
Scottish island of Islay”, reminding people of the exclusivity of
what they are experiencing when
buying it.
John Scott, Export Sales Director at MacDuff International
(Basement 2 L202) commented
that the company’s biggest
selling brand is “the historic
Scotch whisky, Lauder’s”. He
said: “Last year at TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition & Conference, we launched Lauder’s
Queen Mary, a premium
version of Lauder’s.
This year we will be showing a
great new gift carton option for
Queen Mary. Also this year we
will launch the first in a series of
cask finishes – Lauder’s Oloroso
Cask. Again, this is a more
premium version of Lauder’s,
where after initially maturing
the malt and grain whiskies that
make up Lauder’s in oak casks,
we blend them together, then
return the blend for a second
time to high quality Oloroso
Sherry Casks to add a sweeter
finish to the whisky.” Scott also
revealed that from MacDuff
International’s Islay Mist range,
it is radically changing the label
and cap to highlight the Islay

11 Jack Daniel’s No.27 Gold
Tennessee Whiskey – a new,
very limited premium expression
launched in November – will
continue its rollout within the
Asia Pacific region and major
airports in other regions over the
next 12 months.
12 The combination of the
distillery’s craftsmanship and
the master blender’s great
cask selection contribute to the
unique flavour of Kavalan whisky.
13 Amarula Gold launched in
South Africa and Dubai in March,
Brazil in April, and global duty
free in September.
14 Lauder’s Queen Mary is a
premium version of Lauder’s
from MacDuff International and
shows the direction in which the
brand is moving.

connection to “give a more
premium feel to the packaging to
match the unbelievable value of
the blend”.
From Taiwanese distillery
Kavalan (Basement 2 A1), seven
expressions are being presented
at TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference – the latest one is
King Car. “The single malt shows
the kind of diversity of business
that we do. It is diverse with
its complex flavours, delicate
aromas and multi-layers of
background fruitiness,” said
Yvonne Y.F. Chou, Whisky R&D
and Global Business Development at Kavalan Distillery.

TREND: GOLD
If we look into the themes that
are present in many of the
launches, there’s a predominant
‘gold’ trend that runs through

FLAVOUR
THE
WORLD
Meet us at
TFWA Singapore
Stand D34
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new luxury releases. Bacardi’s Aberfeldy
Single Malt features a striking new bottle
design and packaging in deep black and
pure gold.
Meanwhile, from Distell (Basement 2
J6), Amarula Gold is the brand’s first
new taste offering in 25 years, which
has been launched in its home country,
South Africa, as well as in a few carefully
targeted duty free regions. Robyn
Bradshaw, Distell’s duty free marketing
spokesperson, said: “We are also unveiling
our ultra-prestige Bisquit XO Rose Gold, a
limited edition blend of specially selected
casks of our most luxurious Cognacs.”
Rémy Cointreau, which has a portfolio
including Louis XIII, Rémy Martin, Metaxa,
St-Rémy, Cointreau, Mount Gay rum,
Bruichladdich Scotch whisky and The
Botanist Scottish gin, also distributes
Russian Standard Vodka, Piper-Heidsieck,
Charles Heidsieck Champagne and the
Edrington portfolio in some markets.
However, following on from the gold trend,
from Rémy Martin this year its XO Excellence comes in a golden presentation. “In
addition, Rémy Martin Coupe Shanghai,
the first expression in the extraordinary
Collection Héritage that pays tribute to key
landmarks in the history of the house, will

17

15 Pernod Ricard has unveiled
Absolut Karnival – a blend of Absolut
vodka, orange blossom and passion
fruit that gives rise to rich, fresh
and tropical notes and sporting a
bottle designed by Rafael Grampá, a
graphic novelist from Brazil.
16 Corralejo 100% Agave Premium
Tequila is Fraternity Spirits’
flagship brand and is an ideal base
for cocktails.
17 Chabot 38 Year Old has a very long
and soft finish with hints of orange
zest and the light fumes of cigar box.
18 Dester Premium Lager can be
seen in the various channels in
Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia.
The full range is broadening its reach
in an effort to expand to many more
markets, especially across Asia.

18

also be on show,” explained Hodges. “The
collection will consist of limited edition
70cl decanters of fine Champagne Cognac
of the ‘Extra’ calibre, which have been
crafted from the finest eaux de vie in the
house’s cellars.”
From Brown-Forman, there will be a
special focus given to Jack Daniel’s No.27
Gold Tennessee Whiskey. Young said: “This
is a new, very limited premium expression
of our iconic trademark that we launched
in November 2013 in Singapore and other
APAC airport locations,” adding that the
company plans to “continue the rollout
of this premium offering within the APAC
region and major airports in other regions
over the next 12 months”.
From Lateltin, Schneider said there
will also be “two Gold Schnee liqueurs”
launched that are cinnamon and mandarin
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Only the finest ingredients go into our tequila.
As well as our cork stoppers.

Simply Perfect.
patronspirits.com

S:319 mm

T:331 mm

The perfect way to enjoy Patrón is responsibly. © 2013 Patrón Spirits International AG, Schaffhausen, Switzerland. 40% Alc./Vol.

At Patrón, the cork we use for our stoppers comes directly
from Portugal. It’s impermeable, elastic, and heat resistant.
After all, we’d hate for anything to harm our tequila.
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flavoured. “Real gold flakes give
them an extra touch of luxury
and underline their high quality.
The brand name is based on the
floating gold flakes.”
Daniel Hui, Marketing Services
Executive at MG Cellars
(Basement 2 A20), explained that
the company is launching Chabot
VSOP Gold – “a seven-year-old
Armagnac” – and Chabot 38 Year
Old, which is blended from “fine
vintages secured in the oldest
reserves of Chabot”.

“Cointreau Fizz à Paris, a
one-litre bottle of Cointreau
decorated with a scene from
Parisian nightlife, and the
associated cocktail Cointreau
Fizz” will be “adding a bit of
extra sparkle” this year too.
Patrón Spirits will also be
showcasing its entire line of
ultra-premium spirits, which
includes Patrón tequilas,
Patrón XO Cafe coffee liqueurs,
Patrón Citrónge orange liqueur,
Ultimat vodka from Poland, and
Pyrat rum from the Caribbean.
“Something new that we’re
looking forward to introducing to
more of our duty free partners is
a convenient four-pack of 50ml
bottles, which includes Patrón
Silver, Patrón Añejo, Patrón
Reposado, and Patrón XO Cafe
coffee liqueur,” explained Cohen.

TREND: EXOTIC & CITRUS
STYLES
Other themes, such as leaning
towards the exotic, are covered
off by Pernod Ricard (Basement
2 E36), which has unveiled
Absolut Karnival – a blend of
Absolut vodka, orange blossom
and passion fruit that gives rise
to rich, fresh and tropical notes
and sports a bottle designed by
Rafael Grampá, a graphic novelist from Brazil.
Hodges reminded that

TREND: FUSIONS
Tapping into the trend for
hybrid drinks and infusions is
Lateltin. Schneider explained
that “herbal liqueurs are

21

getting more trendy” and so
the company has seized the
opportunity to launch Swiss
herbal liqueur CHrütli Schwur
and edgy vodka liqueur brand
ProVokant, which comes in a
range of eye-catching colours.
Also looking to branch out
further afield is Dester Beer – a
local Singapore brand which
can be seen ubiquitously in the
various channels in Singapore,
Malaysia and Indonesia. “Our
dream is to sell Dester beer all
over Asia and the world as we
seek to expand both our product
range as well as our markets,”
said Jeremy Sui, Travel Retail
Manager, Lubritrade Trading
(Basement 2 D1). “We have
a new product ‘Dester Extra
Smooth’, a 100% malt beer,
using selected golden malt
and the finest aroma hops.”
He added that the company is
also planning to list Dester on
various cruise ships, as well as
onboard airlines and at airports,
which should see it gaining more
traction in the market soon.

TREND: RARITY
The final theme for drinks this
year is ‘rarity’ which can be seen
from products like Mount Gay
Black Barrel. “The small batch,
handcrafted rum is designed
to appeal to the consumer who
seeks premium spirits with a
great history as well as a terrific
taste. Already an award-winner,
Black Barrel is a full-bodied
aged rum which owes its exceptional quality to three centuries
of rum craftsmanship,” said
Hodges.
Fraternity Spirits World
(Basement 2 B02) is also in on
the trend with the new additions
to its range: the Corralejo
99,000 Hours Anejo, El Diezmo
Tequila Con Café and the El
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Ron Prohibido Rum. “El Ron
Prohibido is a product based
on the Prohibition,” explained
Raffaele Berardi, spokesperson
for Fraternity Spirits, who
summed up the travel retail
landscape’s drinks scene rather
accurately: “We are interested
in developing our niche brands
for the long-term, keeping in
mind the dynamic nature of the
business and increasing demand
for specialised products by our
discerning customers worldwide.”

WINE – EDUCATION AND
AFFORDABLE LUXURY
“There is no question that wine
sales and merchandising will
continue to grow in Asia and
Middle East duty free – this is an
exciting category for all levels
of traveller as it represents
a level of achievement,” said
Diverse Flavours’ Budd. He
reminded that “education in
wine is growing in Asia and the
level of interest is extremely high
especially among the growing
middle class and upper class
groups”.
This year, Freixenet (Basement 2
A18) – being mainly known for its
Cava – has a plan during TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference to show customers that
it is more than a one-product
company and so amongst its
main Cava brands it will also be
exhibiting Freixenet and Segura
Viudas, some of them with
special packaging. “We will also
have our premium wines from
Spain (five different regions),
Australia with one of the best
Coonawarra wines, Argentina
from Mendoza, and our American wines from Sonoma/California,” said Philippe Jamme,
Global Duty Free and Travel
Retail Manager at Freixenet
Group.

19 Inniskillin Niagara
Estate Wines Reserve
Series Icewines are
harvested frozen
naturally on the vine in
late January of 2013 in
Niagara-on-the-Lake.
20 Barton & Guestier’s
18cl range will be
showcased as an ideal
gift or sample pack.
21 Freixenet is
showcasing its main Cava
brands, some of them
with special packaging.

While, over at Constellation
Brands (Basement 2 D35), the
launch of its brand new Inniskillin Icewine Reserve Tier, a travel
retail exclusive which is part
of its Inniskillin Niagara Estate
Wines range, will be taking
centre stage. “Our launch plan is
to start with our Asian partners
in key airports – Singapore,
Hong Kong, Incheon and Taiwan
– then slowly move it out to other
regions globally,” said Amanda
Dolotowicz, Business Development Manager – Travel Retail at
Constellation Brands.
From Pernod Ricard, St
Hugo, one of Australia’s most
awarded and iconic fine wines
has extended its ‘Mark the
Milestones’ campaign, launched
in January 2014 in Australia, to
Singapore Changi Airport. The
new chapter of the campaign
targets sophisticated wine
drinkers and aims to raise the
profile of the Australian fine
wine category, suggesting that
for wine brands to be a success,
education surrounding the
category is certainly one route to
take. The ‘Mark the Milestones’
campaign was launched to
create a strong correlation
between enjoying St Hugo wines
and travellers’ own personal
landmarks and achievements.

AMERICAN WHISKE YS
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Bottega is proud of Il Vino Dell’amore
Petalo Manzoni Moscato Rosé, which is
a very new and rare wine obtained by a
grape called Manzoni 13.0.25, created by
Professor Luigi Manzoni.

Asia’s first leg of the activation
took place in Singapore’s Changi
Airport and ran until the end
of March, and was followed
by the launch at Hong Kong
International Airport, which
finished at the end of April. The
extension of the range, with the
complete line-up of five wines,
is now available to travellers.
Two of the wines – the St Hugo
McLaren Vale Shiraz and the St
Hugo Coonawarra Shiraz – are
both travel retail exclusives.
The activity also focuses on
the original and hero product
in the St Hugo range – the St
Hugo Coonawarra Cabernet
Sauvignon.
Drawing on the campaign’s
theme of marking the moment,
travellers can personalise their
purchase with a customised
red wax seal on the bottle’s box
packaging to commemorate
a special occasion such as an
anniversary or birthday. A total
of 16 seal options are available
in English and Chinese. Travellers have the opportunity to win
a Montblanc pen and branded
moleskin journal to further
inspire customers to mark their
milestones with St Hugo. PierreHenry Coppere, Brand Manager



for Wines at Pernod Ricard Asia
Travel Retail, said: “The new
activation is the perfect occasion
to establish the St Hugo range
in the fine wine category. We
have had a fantastic start to our
campaign rollout in DFS stores
in Singapore, with positive
sales performance and great
traveller interaction. We’re
confident that sophisticated
wine drinkers will consider this
the ideal way to mark the most
important moments in life, in
the way that we do.”
The Diverse Flavours portfolio
of South African premium wines
offers a unique variation of
regionalism, diversity, history,
and taste profiles. The company
works with the following Wine
Estates: Avondale, Cederberg,
Deetlefs, Eagles’ Nest, Ernie Els,
Ghost Corner, Groot Constantia,
Hidden Valley, Mount Vernon,
Napier, Overhex and RAATS
Family Wines – most of which
have received international
accolades and awards for their
wines. “Our wines are targeted
at all sectors of the travel
retail market – airport duty
free shops, airline inflight duty
free shops, onboard pouring,
cruise and ferry operations, and

LIQUOR FEATURE

diplomatic operations,” explained
Budd, adding that Champagne
Taittinger has teamed up with
Diverse Flavours too. “Diverse
Flavours will work with
Champagne Taittinger in developing a long-term strategy for the
Taittinger range of Champagnes
in key Asia duty free markets,” he
said. “We have already launched
Taittinger Champagne in Lotte
Duty Free and Jeju Duty Free in
Korea, and will roll out the brand
to many more locations in the
coming year.”
Also offering impressive
premium collections this year,
Barton & Guestier (Basement 2
D33) is presenting its new wines
and exclusive packaging for
travel retail, showcasing Thomas
Barton Réserve Saint-Julien, a
new prestigious French AOC in
the high-end range of Bordeaux
wines. “The Thomas Barton
Réserve range is the homage
to the founder of the Barton
& Guestier company and is
exclusive for duty free and the
on-trade. This wine is full and
harmonious with velvety tannins,
and it offers an ultimate experience in the Bordeaux vineyard,”
commented Cyrielle Thibot,
from the marketing department

at Barton & Guestier. “Les
Charmes de Magnol Médoc AOC
has a classy and glossy label
with some modern touches,
while respecting the Bordeaux
traditional codes,” while Fleur
de Vigne has “new seductive,
fresh and modern packaging,”
said Thibot, adding that there
is also “B&G Sparkling Rosé”
and “Château Barrail Laussac”,
which sports new packaging
giving it a bit of an update.
Distilleria Bottega (Basement 2
M9) always aims at developing
and improving its products.
“Its latest releases can boast
an even higher quality standard,” explained Irene Patruno,
spokesperson for Bottega,
adding: “Bottega wanted this
improvement to be reflected in
the appearance of the products,
too, so we designed outstanding
and precious packaging for our
brand new bottles: Brunello di
Montalcino Prêt-à-Porter, Rose
Gold, Il Vino Dell’amore Petalo
Manzoni Moscato Rosé, and
Bottega Diamond. The high visual
impact of these products conveys
an idea of ‘affordable luxury’
items.” It is this affordable luxury
that outlines the key trend in
drinks this year.

J.Cortes Cigars reveals its new Travel Exclusive

50 CIGARS
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SMOKE
SIGNALS

01

Of the 15.3 million adult passengers
who fly every day, a fifth (3.2 million) are
smokers. Tobacco exhibitors discuss
how best to target this important group
of travellers. By Faye Bartle.
There is still huge scope
for developing the tobacco
category in travel retail.
Indeed, despite the government
health warnings that have seen
the number of smokers fall
dramatically in some parts of
the world, and new regulations
affecting sales, catering responsibly to those who choose to
smoke is pushing suppliers and
operators to their creative limits.
There’s no doubt that consumer
demand is holding strong.
Research shows that around
20% of adult smokers ask about
the availability of smoking
facilities at an airport before they
travel. Currently, all eyes are on
Chinese travellers as the market
with the greatest potential.
“The biggest opportunity is the
increasing number of Chinese
travellers who will always be
our target consumers in Asia
Pacific,” said Guo Siyang,
Manager, Alishan Group Limited
(Basement 2 B34). The company
is launching four new products
this year – Dahua Kaiyuan,
Alishan Chuanmo, Magic Mirror
White and Magic Mirror Black.
“The competition is becoming
fiercer, however, as more and
more Chinese tobacco brands
targeting the same consumers
as us focus more efforts on the
international market.
“As the only independent and
private tobacco company in
China, we are more flexible
and efficient than most other
government controlled manufacturers,” Siyang continued. “We
are devoted to improving our
products and being innovative in
order to satisfy more customers. Still, travel retailers need
become more open and willing in
accepting new tobacco brands.”
As part of its growth and
development plan, Alishan

is implementing high profile
promotional advertisements
at Hong Kong International
Airport, as well as a ‘buy one get
one ashtray free’ promotion in
selected travel retail stores.
Making it as easy as possible for
shoppers to find their preferred
brands is also top of mind for J.
Cortès Cigars (Basement 2 J10).
“The rise of the Chinese traveller
is unstoppable and we want to
give these travellers the chance
to find their favourite cigars
in travel retail,” said Thomas
Gryson, Export Manager & Travel
Retail Coordinator, J. Cortès
Cigars. The brand is currently
relaunching the Neos Selection
50 cigars. The Java-wrapped
cigars, which are slightly
thicker than the traditional mini
cigarillo, have a medium bodied
flavour and are presented in a

black metal tin.
There’s also a special focus
on creating gift-worthy items.
“Travellers are looking for gifts,
especially in the cigar category,”
explained Gryson.
The need for special attention
with gift sets and ‘buy now or
miss out’ promotions is a strategy echoed by JTI (Basement 2
HS02). “Chinese smokers are an
increasingly important market
for us in travel retail,” said JTI’s
Corporate Affairs & Communications Director Gladys Rodriguez.
“They are among the highest
spending customers generally,
as well as being one of the
fastest growing nationalities in
terms of air passenger growth.
Furthermore, Chinese travellers
are great gift givers and also
keen collectors of limited edition
and special packs.”

JTI is showing its strength in the
region, having launched Sheng
Xiao in duty free in Singapore on
1 February. Sheng Xiao is JTI’s
first global Chinese tobacco
brand dedicated to the Chinese
traveller and is available
exclusively in duty free shops in
selected locations.
While the power of the Chinese
is undisputed, catering to their
specific tastes is just one part of
the puzzle. “Opportunities are
everywhere,” said Christopher
Powell, Head of Global Travel
Retail, King’s Tobacco International (Basement 2 E37). “Being
a bold and independent company
has many advantages, but the
greatest one is being flexible. We
treat each one of our partners and
markets individually, depending
on their needs and give our best
to support to improve our brand

image at retail.”
Looking at new ways to target
women, for instance, is proving
valuable for the company. “The
spending power of females continues to grow and this is leading
to increased propensity to trial
new brands and engage with new
product concepts,” said Powell.
Imperial Tobacco (Basement
2 D37) is working closely with
retailers to display its brands
to their best advantage, with
in-store theatre to engage
travellers and exclusive offers
and promotions to attract them.
“Over the next 12 months,
we see several opportunities
within the Asia Pacific region
as consumers continue to trade
up while travelling, seeking
innovative and special editions
that they cannot buy on the
domestic market,” said Andreas
Lemke, General Manager Global
Duty Free, Imperial Tobacco.
“We believe there will be growth
throughout the region, particularly from the still emerging
Chinese market and, for this
reason we are introducing
Davidoff Magnum Elite 1926.”
The new product is available
for a limited period at selected
airport travel retail outlets that
experience high volumes of
Asian travellers, especially with
the Chinese in mind. “Generally
the trend is towards unique
and special offers that are not
available in the home market,”
explained Lemke. “Asians look
for prestigious Western brands
such as Davidoff, which are
symbols of heritage and quality.
We also see a growing demand
for Superslims across

01 Alishan has launched four new products
this year, including Magic Mirror Black.
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02 JTI’s fully enclosed and ventilated
smoking lounge at Frankfurt Airport
opened in 2012.
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03

Asia – in Taiwan, for
instance. Inflight sales
are focused around our
core range where we see
good results, especially on
Davidoff Premium line.”

04

THINKING OUTSIDE
THE BOX
With a number of factors
affecting the sale of tobacco
products around the world,
suppliers are striving for
innovative ways to secure a
profitable future.
“There is the ongoing
opposition to tobacco
sales within duty free from
the World Health Organization and other NGOs,
plus increasingly difficult
packaging and merchandising and display regulations,” said Lemke. “In all
cases, we seek constructive dialogue with regulatory authorities in order
to support reasonable,
proportionate and evidence
based regulations. We
operate responsibly and we
do not want to be misunderstood, therefore we are
open for discussion. We do
believe that, as an industry,
any ban or restriction on
tobacco sales in duty
free/travel retail would
seriously impact on sales
of other categories. We
do, therefore, believe it
is very important for our
regional associations such
as the ETRC and APTRA to
continue raising awareness within the industry in
order to gain support for
our cause.”
“One of the biggest
challenges for suppliers

is that the tobacco control
seeks to de-normalise
its consumption through
measures such as
increased taxation, public
smoking bans, point-ofsale restrictions and, more
recently, plain packaging,”
agreed Zhou Fengzhu,
Management Department
Deputy Manager, Yunnan
Tobacco International
(Basement 2 A2). “This is
our biggest problem as
cigarette manufactures.
Now we are planning to
invest in a new generation
of products to avoid the
restrictions in some way.
In future, e-cigarettes,
snuff and chewing tobacco
will be added to the
category in travel retail in
the Asia Pacific region.”
Patrick Zhang, International Business Manager,
Scandanavian Tobacco
Group (Basement 2 G6)
said that restrictions from
operators pose a concern.
“Limited and relatively
smaller shelf space means
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03 J. Cortès Cigars is targeting
the Chinese traveller.
04 King’s Tobacco
International’s The King Onyx.

that competition is intense,
which is why a premium
brand image is important.”
As such, the company
has unveiled a brand
new packaging design to
keep its image current.
In addition, Scandinavian
Tobacco is looking to
elevate its standing by
drawing on its strength in
cigarillos, while offering a
greater variety of products.
These include pipe tobacco
and handmade cigars,
where it sees a growing
market trend in greater
China. “We are upgrading
our displays in stages in
Asia,” said Zhang. “As the
type of display and brand
images we can use is
limited, we are focusing
on showcasing the key
products within those
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Davidoff Magnum Elite 1926
is available for a limited
period at selected airport
travel retail outlets.

generic displays provided
by duty free operators.”
While working within the
boundaries set out for the
category can be testing,
encouraging active
communication is vital
for all those concerned.
“As responsible tobacco
manufacturers with
a commitment to full
compliance with all
regulatory requirements,
we must operate within
a wide range of differing
travel retail regulatory
scenarios and also ensure
we operate in harmony
with local, domestic, and
national regulations,”
said Rodriguez. “The
biggest test we are facing
currently is the reduction
of the inbound allowances.
All players need to be fully
aware of what’s coming
and if there’s one thing we
could improve on as an
industry, it’s communicating better and faster. This
is key to our future, for
the whole industry and
not just tobacco. We’re
always trying to deliver
the message about
creating early awareness
of potential regulations
so that business commitments can be planned.”
Indeed, reacting to
individual concerns as
they arise does not always
produce the desired
result for all stakeholders
in the long run. “Each
new and stricter regulation will affect everyone

in the industry, not only
the tobacco manufacturers but the entire retail
business,” said Gryson. “It
is our task to fight for the
rights of the consumer
that he or she will always
be able to enjoy a cigar
or a cigarillo of his or her
own choice. As tobacco,
and in particular the cigar
segment, is attracting and
generating traffic with
valuable consumers it will
be an important category
in the future within the
duty free shops. It is vital
that tobacco is present in
travel retail and that we
will have the opportunity
to show the products and
offer the consumer choice
in the future. We trust the
travel retail business and
their partners will support
us in this case. The cigar
category is perhaps not
generating a big turnover
in comparison to other
product categories, but it
generates a very interesting and valuable place in
the shops.”
In terms of what suppliers
should be looking out for
in the near future, King’s
Tobacco International has
some insight. “The revised
EU Tobacco Products
Directive [expected to
come into force in May,
with new rules to be
implemented into national
law by mid-2016] is very
harsh for all tobacco
producers,” said Powell.
“While no manufacturer
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will outwardly benefit
from the new regulations,
it will place significant
pressure on the ability of
smaller manufacturers
to compete, and without
large scale brand mass,
smaller manufacturers will
struggle to create superior
product differentiation due
to the levels of standardisation required. In addition,
it requires a significant
investment in machine and
production changes, which
again will disadvantage
small players. It will be a
big challenge for King’s
Tobacco International,
but we hope that we
will be able to show that
our company is growing
in competitiveness,
particularly in offering the
consumer better quality
and better value.”

ENHANCING
THE OFFER
When it comes to
improving the shopping
experience as a whole,
J. Cortès believes that
customers need a tailored
offering that’s more
conducive to cigar and gift
buying. “Instead of having
our cigars on the same
cabinets as cigarettes,
we need to upgrade the
experience by designing
up level cabinets and
visuals,” said Gryson. In
the meantime, J. Cortès
Cigars is collaborating
with Traveller’s Trove,
founded by industry

TOBACCO FEATURE
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executive Gerry Murray, to push for
growth in key markets across Europe,
Asia and the Americas. “Murray will
provide channel expertise and build on
the existing regional presence in Benelux
and France, and grow the brand’s offer
in other airports and with important duty
free operators,” said Gryson. “We are
excited to have Gerry onboard, whose
industry knowledge will supplement our
deep understanding of global consumer
needs across the luxury segment, including cigars and cigarillos. Together we will
propose a winning proposition.”
A key part of any strategy is variety.
“A wider range of products could play
a big part in improving the tobacco
category,” said Zhang. “For a long time,
duty free operators have been focusing
on cigarillos and handmade cigars, but
there are other niche market products
such as pipe tobacco and rolling tobacco
that are available. As well as helping to
increase volume in terms of consumption,
we are the only company in the world
that is strong in every category outside
cigarettes, which will definitely assist
offer airports a competitive advantage,
operators to further explore other growing
help reinforce security (those seeking
opportunities.”
a nicotine fix are less likely to violate
JTI champions the benefits of the smoking
smoking bans when there’s a dedicated
lounge as “a win-win solution for both
room on offer) and encourages passenairports and travellers” by providing an
gers to spend more time airside. Indeed,
additional revenue stream for hubs. The
opening smoking lounges has seen the
company’s state-of-the-art lounges,
food & beverage outlets adjacent to where
with dedicated ventilation technology,
Lateltin Inserat TFWA Daily
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YUNNAN TOBACCO INTERNATIONAL IS LAUNCHING
ASHIMA AT THIS YEAR’S SHOW.

Enjoy
the Chocolate Side
Visit us at Stand J 29 of Life

those lounges are increase their turnover
by 60%.
Already, major travel hubs such as
Frankfurt, Munich, Zurich, Dubai and
Kuala Lumpur offer smoking facilities
to their passengers. Aside from it being
technically feasible that an airport can
host a smoking lounge, local regulations
must be taken into consideration, which
is why each of JTI’s smoking lounges is
tailored to suit each individual location.
How tobacco consumers interact with
other product categories can also shed
light on building a better future. “The link
between the tobacco purchaser and the
non-tobacco categories needs to be deeply
analysed in order to understand the retail
layout and product merchandising implications,” said Powell. “Pressure on space,
position and assortment has restricted the
full potential of the tobacco role in delivering shoppers to store and then building
multi-category baskets. King’s Tobacco
International has profound ideas in this
area geared to grow retail revenues. “As a

young and independent tobacco producer,
we have an individual approach to each
market and field partner,” commented
Powell. “Our biggest advantage is flexibility
and constant strive for innovation. We
do everything in our power to meet our
consumer needs and give the appropriate
marketing support to our partners.”

FUTURE-PROOFING THE BUSINESS
Whetting the appetite of consumers by
providing a chance to try and taste potential purchases, while encouraging active
communication between stakeholders is
a tried and tested route to success. “Cigar
smokers looking for new sensations in
tastes and formats have seen a limited
offer evolving into a wide range of cigars
from different terroirs,” said Gryson. “A
good example is the growing number of
cigar lounges and cigar tastings around
the world. Obviously, there is a trend to
try different tastes. Also, the less known
blends from Indonesia and Sumatra, for
instance, are back in the picture.”

ALISHAN IS THE ONLY INDEPENDENT AND
PRIVATE TOBACCO COMPANY IN CHINA.
www.Lateltin.com
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Premium South African Wines

Champion Wines from the Champion

The Highest Winery in South Africa

Perfect travels
are tailor-made
> TFWA SINGAPORE
BOOTH N° D33
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If you would like to taste and discover award-winning premium
South African wines, please visit the Diverse Flavours Stand:

/bartonguestier
www.barton-guestier.com
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Diverse Flavours will be showing award-winning wines from Cederberg (highest winery in
South Africa), Ernie Els Wines (Stellenbosch wines owned by the famous golfer), Avondale
(organic/bio-dynamic wines), Deetlefs (second oldest winery in South Africa under same
family ownership), Ghost Corner (from southernmost tip of Africa), Groot Constantia
(oldest winery in South Africa dating back to 1685), Mount Vernon (boutique wines),
Napier (from Wellington), Overhex (multi-brand producer), and Raats Family Wines
(Cabernet Franc specialist with many accolades from Robert Parker).
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Yunnan Tobacco
International’s
Diao Yu Tai.

TOP
10
SCOTCH WHISKY

BRAND WORLDWIDE*
2.5 MILLION 9L cases*
SOLD IN MORE THAN
COUNTRIES

100

MEET US AT BOOTH H1
First Blending Company, Starlaw Road, Bathgate, SCOTLAND
• LA MARTINIQUAISE GROUP • export@la-martiniquaise.fr

J. Cortès is continuously looking into new
trends to offer its clients a wide range of
different blends that are carefully selected
and sourced from Honduras, Nicaragua,
Dominican Republic and Indonesia. “We are
ready to find a solution for the increasing
demand for cigars for a short smoke in travel
retail and for any budget,” said Gryson.
JTI is busy building awareness and support
for Mevius among its key customers across
the Asia Pacific region. “The Mevius brand
name is now firmly on the map with our
business partners,” said Rodriguez. “Next,
we are also strengthening our consumer
driven insights to maximise trade revenue
through increasing average transaction
value and basket size.”
The company believes that an important
part of improving the category performance as a whole is to “continue building
trust with trade partners in sharing data
and information with the industry and not
only for the tobacco category”.
“Fortunately, the fact that many more
people are now sharing this type of data
means they can see the benefits of it and
this is positively impacting the business
overall,” said
Rodriguez. “To
stay ahead of the

game, we need to continue addressing
consumer’s behaviour and exceeding
their needs to customise the category
approach. Behind the success of
tobacco category management lies a
great deal of in-depth analysis which, in
turn, requires a genuine collaboration
between JTI, WWDF and each retailer.
Purchasing and transaction details, such
as basket analysis by customer, have
to be captured and studied in order to
understand the purchasing behaviour of
tobacco customers.”
With education in mind, Imperial Tobacco
is presenting its Category Management programme at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference – an approach
the company has developed based on
in-depth research and analysis, which
helps retailers optimise space and
maximise total revenue. “The approach
is based on understanding the different
needs of travellers, the roles different
categories play, the importance of shop
layout and shopper navigation, how
to create an optimal portfolio based
on individual outlets and how to best
merchandise the tobacco category –
particularly in ‘challenging’ environments,” said Simone Horn, Trade
Marketing and Category Development
Manager, Global Duty Free.
“It is therefore a very
specific and tailor-made
solution for individual
locations and retailers.”
From sharing data
to building shops
and everything
in-between,
working
as a team
to improve
the offer is
something we
can all aspire to.

J. CORTÈS’ IS RELAUNCHING THE NEOS
SELECTION 50 CIGARS FOR
WORLDWIDE DUTY FREE. THE BRAND
BOASTS A 110-YEAR HERITAGE.

*Impact 2013 - Enjoy LABEL 5 responsibly.
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We look forward
to seeing you -
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SPOTLIGHT
ON
KARELIA
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Since its debut,
Karelia’s Omé brand
has registered tripledigit turnover growth
each year.

The duty free tobacco category
in Asia has become increasingly
competitive in recent years with
Chinese, Korean and other Asian
brands penetrating global markets
in a determined way.
One company that has increased its
growth internationally is the Greek Karelia
Tobacco Company (Basement 2 K1), whose
innovative pack designs and sleek, high
quality display units are well positioned
in airport shops. Indeed, the eye-catching
merchandising has brought impressive
year-on-year growth for its signature
brands Karelia Slims and Omé and its
premium anchor brand George Karelias
and Sons. Its duty free/travel retail exclusive multipacks have also been successful.
“Karelia Slims, an extremely popular
export brand, has especially enjoyed great
success with its exclusive multipacks.
Karelia Slims Blue 400s, for example, is
available onboard a major British airline,”

WINNER

Balmoral
Dominican Selection
The Balmoral Dominican Selection
Collection 12
offers a luxury assortment box
containing Small Panatela, Panatela
and Corona cigars. To produce these
high-quality cigars, modern
craftsmanship is combined with the
finest tobaccos from the wide region of
the Caribbean. Taste the authenticity.
Expect the unexpected.

The Real Dominican Experience

said Public Relations Manager Joanna
Kamarinopoulos.
At TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference this week, Karelia is showcasing its
newly designed in-store merchandising
displays that can be customised according
to space requirements. These units have
been incredibly well received in European
airport stores contributing to increased
sales and footfall in often confined areas.
These displays will do much to boost
the turnover in Asian airports and signal
Karelia’s unique approach to the duty free/
travel retail environment.
Karelia has responded quickly to significant
growth in the Roll Your Own (RYO) tobacco
category over the past two years by vigorously promoting George Karelias and Sons
RYO. “The creation of two new brands in the
soft pack category – George Karelias and
Sons Soft and Blue Soft – communicates
our clear intention to excite and inspire
the customer,” said Kamarinopoulos. “The
brand is available in both Full Flavour and
Lighter Version and is complemented by the
brand’s very own Rolling Papers.”
Also on display will be the hugely
successful Omé brand family, a range
that had enjoyed triple-digit turnover
growth in duty free each year since its
debut. “We have fast-tracked the Omé
brand in a highly creative marketing
campaign that includes a variety of duty
free gondolas and eye-catching in-store
branding,” said Kamarinopoulos.
Omé cigarettes are sold in 38 international markets, including duty free and

domestic locations worldwide. “The latest
variation, Omé White, has met with strong
acceptance and a high level of enthusiasm,” Kamarinopoulos added.
Duty free operators carrying the brand
include World Duty Free Group, King
Power, Qatar Duty Free, HDFS, Sunrise
Duty Free, Setur Duty Free, Tehran Duty
Free, and Beirut Duty Free.
When it comes to finding ways to improve
the working relationship between suppliers and retailers and operators, opening
up the floor for greater variety would be
a welcome step. “We would like to stress
the fact that the way most major duty free
operators conduct their business today
limits competition between suppliers,”
she added. “They allocate more and more
space to already established brands,
make it exceptionally difficult for new or
innovative suppliers to list their products
and merchandise them in a respectful
way, and by doing so they create a situation which works against themselves and
their customers. In addition, their shops
become less interesting.”
Ultimately, Karelia’s biggest challenge is
legislation that affects the sale of tobacco
products in duty free, but the company
continues to look for growth opportunities.
“The emerging markets present the
biggest untapped opportunity for the
tobacco category,” said Kamarinopoulos.
“These markets are quickly producing
more sophisticated consumers that also
happen to be interested in purchasing
tobacco, and in particular, our brands.”

Visit us at stand H9
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QDF WELCOMES
‘KING OF ANDROID’
Demonstrating its
commitment to securing
the latest technology for
passengers, Qatar Duty
Free was among the
first in travel retail to
feature the sought-after
Samsung Galaxy S5
within its offer.
Customers of Qatar Duty
Free – the Diamond
sponsor of yesterday’s
insightful TFWA Asia
Pacific Conference – are
now offered a refined
experience, with speed

and innovation as part
of the S5’s essential
features for everyday
use. Excited travellers
could pick up the exclusive mobile on the same
day as the product’s
regional launch, and the
state-of-the-art device
bolsters the multiple
Samsung product lines
already available at
Doha International
Airport. ‘The New King
of Android’ features
advanced camera
capabilities with video

stabilisation, real-time
HDR processing, and
cutting-edge technology
including a fingerprint
scanner, download
booster and 5th Gen WiFi
for the fastest network
connectivity. Additionally, the flagship phone
comprises a 2.5GHZ quad
core processor and 2GB
RAM, and offers consumers talk time of 21 hours.
Passengers will be able
to purchase the phone
from Qatar Duty Free in
black and white.

Qatar Duty Free continually focuses on offering its customers better value and greater product lines, and
the innovative Samsung Galaxy S5 is testament to its commitment to securing the latest technology for
passengers as part of its ever-growing product portfolio.

NESTLÉ EXPANDS
IN ASIA PACIFIC
Platinum sponsor
of yesterday’s
TFWA Asia Pacific
Conference Nestlé
International Travel
Retail is experiencing dynamic development in the Asia
Pacific market.
The brand’s increased
focus on Asia Pacific is
paying dividends, with
strong double-digit
confectionery sales

value and volume growth
registered for Q1 2014 vs
2013. The primary driver
of growth is Kit Kat, both
within the gifting and
snacking and sharing
sub categories. Plans
are in place to accelerate
this sales growth further
during the course of
quarters 2 and 3, with
a number of shopper
activations planned in
key airports within the
region.

Nestlé International
Travel Retail is underlining its commitment to
the region with a major
investment here at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference, where it
has a much-enlarged
94sqm stand from which
it is showcasing enticing
new products from its
leading brands, including
the continued global roll
out of its new NESCAFÉ
Sharing Bags.

NESCAFÉ currently
accounts for one in
five of the 30,000 cups
of coffee consumed
globally every second.
The new NESCAFÉ
Sharing Bags are on
show at the Nestlé
International Travel
Retail stand.

EXCITING NEW BENEFITS
OF CHANGI REWARDS
PROGRAMME

Membership applications for Changi Rewards can
be made at the Changi Rewards booths located
within the Departure Transit Malls of each terminal,
or online at changirewards.com

Changi Airport has
reinvigorated its
Changi Rewards
loyalty programme
for passengers, with
scintillating new
rewards and exclusive benefits
for members who
shop and dine at
the airport.
The Platinum sponsor
of yesterday’s TFWA
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Asia Pacific Conference has refreshed the
programme structure
with three membership
tiers – Regular Member,
Gold and Platinum – and
members enjoy greater
returns and more
privileges as they move
up the tiers. Regular
members earn one point
for every dollar spent at
Changi Airport, while Gold
members earn double,
and Platinum members
enjoy the extra perk of
triple points. These points
can be redeemed for
Changi Dollar Vouchers
(500 points for S$5),
which can be used at
most of the 350 retail
stores and 120 dining

outlets across the airport,
while Gold and Platinum
members have the option
of converting their points
to air miles under Singapore Airlines’ Krisflyer
programme. To make
things even more exciting,
members who spend at
least S$30 in one transaction will be entered into a
weekly draw, to stand the
chance of winning one of
three pairs of Singapore
Airlines air tickets.
Membership applications
for Changi Rewards can
be made at the Changi
Rewards booths located
within the Departure
Transit Malls of each
terminal, or online at
changirewards.com

The

Swiss herLiqbuaeulr
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FOCUS ON ELECTRONICS
Ross Falconer explores some of the electronics innovations being showcased
at this year’s TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference.
Travel Retail Innovations (Basement 2 K33) is
showcasing a large range
of the latest phone accessories, including Cellularline
cases, covers and screens
for the new Samsung
Galaxy S5 and Voyager
waterproof cases in bright
summer colours.
“We have the trendy Sony
SmartBands, innovative life
logging wrist bands in a range of
colours that let you keep track of
everything you do – sport, music,
texts, emails – wherever you go,
around the clock,” commented
Travel Retail Innovations’ Pascal
Lammers. “On a similar principle
we also offer the Sony Smartwatch – wearable technology that
interacts with a smartphone over
Bluetooth, giving remote access
to music, calls, text messages,
emails, calendar, calls and social
media. We also have some great
audio equipment and a comprehensive selection of charging and
connection devices.”
Audio items, including
headphones, continue to be a key
segment for Travel Retail Innovations, and each of the brands
continues to launch new ranges
and models. Secondly, the need
for portable power is extremely

popular and a necessity – the
larger the phone screen the more
power it consumes.
Braun (Basement 2 H11) has
expanded its Silk-épil range by
combining some of its best epilators with a new electric facial
cleansing brush for the ultimate
beauty experience. The cleansing
brush is said to be six times more
effective than manual cleansing.
Two speed settings allow the user
to adjust the cleansing brush to
their preference and skin sensitivity. Two Silk-épil 7 and one
Silk-épil 5 epilator are enhanced
with the facial cleansing brush.
In addition there is an ‘exfoliation
only’ version consisting of the
SkinSpa body exfoliation brush
and the facial cleansing brush.
The cruZer range has two new
members – cruZer6 clean shave
and cruZer5 clean shave – both
offering great performance
on three-day beard and beard
contours. cruZer6 clean shave
is Wet&Dry and can be used in
the shower and with shaving
foam or gel, while cruZer5 clean
shave can be cleaned under
running water.
“Braun shavers and epilators
are the key drivers supported
by our hair care and oral care
products. We expect that the
new initiatives will help us in

achieving our growth targets
this year,” commented Braun’s
Klaus Mellin.
Meanwhile, all Satin Hair 7, 5 &
3 hair dryers are now equipped
with the improved professional
nozzle for precise styling
Pasco (Basement 2 H25) is
presenting a range of products
that are being introduced in
Asia for the first time, including: Philips PicoPix Pocket
Projector, Immortal Camcorder
glasses, mophie Space Pack,
TYLT Power Banks, and Acoustic
Sheep Sleephones. “We see
that headphones and earphones
continue to be popular,” said
Pasco’s Jack Horrey. “There
is also a strong market for all
manner of chargers and, more
recently, action cameras. Travellers are open to new ‘gadgety’
items as well if they see them
as useful. Headphones and
earphones are constantly in
demand, and Bang & Olufsen is
growing its share of this category
in travel retail.”
Universal Power Banks are
increasingly popular for today’s
smartphones and tablets. They
have emerged over the last two
years, and they are evolving and
becoming more powerful. mophie
has a 12,000 mAh version, which
can charge an iPad up to three
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times. “The newer Power Banks
are becoming smaller for the
power they provide, so that they
are more portable now,” Horrey
explained. “The action camera
category is relatively new, but
coming on strong. This is great
for the camera market, as the
compact camera has been made
redundant by smartphones.”

01 Braun’s Klaus Mellin:
“Braun shavers and
epilators are the key
drivers supported by our
hair care and oral care
products. We expect that
the new initiatives will
help us in achieving our
growth targets this year.”
02 Travel Retail
Innovations is
showcasing the Sony
Smartwatch – wearable
technology that interacts
with a smartphone over
Bluetooth, giving remote
access to music, calls,
text messages, emails,
calendar, calls and
social media.
03 Pasco’s Jack Horrey:
“We see that headphones
and earphones continue
to be popular. There is
also a strong market for
all manner of chargers
and, more recently,
action cameras.”

03
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Nadege Collias, Group Category Manager, Flemingo; Urs Messerli, International Duty Free Manager, Caran d’Ache;
Priscilla Beaulieu, Vice President and International Sales Director, Kaloo and Kokeshi; and Francois Ritter de Zahony,
Regional Sales Manager Asia Pacific, Beaute Prestige International.

LOFTY AMBITIONS
Flemingo’s ambitions
know no limits. At
a cocktail party last
night, the duty free
group’s Global Director,
Paul Topping, claimed
his company would
achieve a “$2 billion
turnover by 2020.”
Topping used the scenic
rooftop bar at Fullerton
Waterboat House to give a
bullish speech about the
business going forward.
“Next year we are expecting to double the size of

our business,” he said.
“There are some major
projects that we will be
announcing in the next
60 days.”
Topping claimed investment in emerging markets
was key to future growth.
“We are the people that go
to Nigeria, to Mozambique
and Brazil,” he said. “Our
duty free store at Salvador
Airport will open in the
next few weeks.”
Growth is also expected
to come from a major
push in diplomatic duty

Atul Ahuja, CEO, Flemingo Duty Free; Simon Forde, COO, Flemingo Duty Free;
and Paul Topping, Global Director, Flemingo Duty Free.
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free through Flemingo’s
acquisition of Chacalli De
Decker, Topping added.
Guests at the cocktail
party also heard about
the duty free group’s
charity, The Flemingo
Foundation, which aims
to tackle alarming rates
of child abuse in Sri
Lanka through education
programmes. “Last year
we reached out to 15,000
children in Sri Lanka,”
said Topping. “We are
now extending it to India
and Kenya.”

ONE2ONE MEETINGS SERVICE
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ONE�ONE MEETINGS SERVICE
The ONE2ONE pre-scheduled meetings service is a key component of the TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference agenda, bringing airports and airlines together with retailers, brands and concessionaires. Among
the strong delegation from the region’s most dynamic airports is Incheon International Airport Corporation.

ONE2ONE WITH:
INCHEON INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT CORPORATION
The Incheon International Airport
retail offer encompasses 73 stores
and 500 brands. “We have a brand
strategy plan to create a shopping
environment in which customers can
enjoy the experience and be fully
satisfied,” commented Juyeon Choi,
Retail Marketing Team Manager.
The best-selling category in 2013 was
perfumes & cosmetics, accounting for
35% of the total sales amount. Indeed,
four categories account for 70% of total
duty free sales – perfumes & cosmetics,
leather goods, liquor, and tobacco.
Plans are in place for a new passenger

terminal, which is scheduled to open in
2017. “Terminal 2 is planned to have the
optimal layout for each business and item
that accommodates commercial facilities,
such as duty free shops and restaurants,
covering a total area of 27,000sqm,
passenger traffic flow, and customer
characteristics,” explained Choi.
The duty free segment is the biggest part
of Incheon International Airport’s commercial business. Choi added that the airport’s
duty free shops will implement customised marketing for international travellers
and transit passengers. “Moreover, the
airport will do its best to keep growing as
it will open new stores and improve service

Plans are in place for a new
passenger terminal at Incheon
International Airport, which
is scheduled to open in 2017.
Juyeon Choi, Retail Marketing
Team Manager: “Terminal 2
is planned to have the optimal
layout for each business and
item that accommodates
commercial facilities, such
as duty free shops and
restaurants, covering a total
area of 27,000sqm.”

quality by reflecting upon passengers’
needs,” he said. “Incheon International
Airport provides various Korean cultural
programmes to differentiate us from other
airports. Incheon International Airport
has realised Cultureport, which is a place
where passengers can experience the
spirits of Korean culture. Incheon Airport
will be a complex cultural shopping mall

by providing reasonable shopping and an
excellent experience for passengers.”
Incheon International Airport will open a
new duty free tender this year, as several
contracts expire in February 2015. It is,
therefore, participating in the ONE2ONE
meetings to engage with the many global
operators attending TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference.

BUYER FEEDBACK
The TFWA Daily caught up with buyers at yesterday’s
conferences to see what they took away from proceedings.

ERIK VAN DER VEEN,
COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR
EMEA & ASIA, DUFRY:
I have been coming here since
2007 and I really think that this is
one of the best years for presentations. We have recently moved into
Singapore and Indonesia, so it has
been good to hear what is happening and what people are saying
about South-East Asia.

TZE LEE LOW, ANALYST,
SINGAPORE CHANGI
AIRPORT:
It has been very interesting to
hear all the developments. We
are aware of what is happening
and have been keeping watch on
the latest developments, but it is
interesting to hear the different
perspectives from airports, industry representatives and government officials like Julia Gillard.
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DUBAI DUTY FREE
Q1 SALES UP 10%

Savour
the wave
of tastes

PERFUME SALES REACHED US$78.5
MILLION IN Q1 2014, REPRESENTING A
16% INCREASE IN SALES YEAR-ON-YEAR.
Dubai Duty Free’s
sales for Q1 2014
grew by an impressive
10% year-on-year to
US$479.5 million. It
signals a positive start
to an exciting year for
the airport retailer, in
which it will continue
to enhance its retail
operation.
Sales increased across
all three terminals,
most notably an
excellent 23% rise in
Terminal 2 and an 11%
increase in Terminal 3.
Colm McLoughlin,
Executive Vice Chairman of Dubai Duty Free,
commented: “We have
had a very good start to

the year and are very
much on track for our
sales forecast of US$1.92
billion. Terminal 3 continues to be the biggest in
terms of accumulative
sales and accounts for
62% of our total turnover.”
The three top-selling
categories in Q1 were
Perfume, Liquor and
Gold. Perfume sales
reached US$78.5 million,
representing a 16%
increase in sales over
Q1 2013. Robust growth
was also recorded in
Cosmetics, which was up
30% to US$38.7 million;
Handbags and Small
Leather rose by 62% to
US$6.9 million; and Gifts
From Dubai grew by 9% to

US$9 million, indicating
the increase in tourists
visiting Dubai in the first
quarter.
“The expansion and
upgrade of Terminal 2
late last year has provided
us with an opportunity
to extend our product
range and boost sales in
T2, which accounts for
8.3% of our total revenue
and is growing,” added
McLoughlin. “The last
phase of that development will be opening of
a new Arrivals shop in
T2, which will help grow
sales further.”
Looking ahead, Dubai
Duty Free is continuing
to plan for the opening of
Concourse D next year.

Savour Guylian’s chocolate Sea Shells,
marbled with 100% pure, silky smooth milk,
dark and white Belgian chocolate. Each shell is
filled with Guylian’s signature Hazelnut Praliné.
Savour the wave of tastes.

The World’s Favourite Belgian Chocolates
www.guylian.com

© 2014 Chocolaterie Guylian N.V., Belgium
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O MY!
Dutch fashion brand Oilily
is launching its Folding
Concept bags at this
year’s TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference.
Blending femininity and
elegance, the collection is
as playful as it is original,
with the addition of
fashion accessories, such
as handbags and wallets
in a range of striking
colourful prints.
The hued circular totem
pole carries four different shapes consisting
of a backpack, carry
all, medium carry all
and shoulder bag, all of
which can be folded into
the round frame handle.
Each bag is available in

RECIPE
FOR
SUCCESS

an assortment of colourways including indigo,
raspberry, biscuit and
cappuccino. Each design is
folded into an eye catching O-shape, and will be
distributed by Colorful

Licenses International
priced at around $75. Oilily
is hoping to further expand
their presence in the
market of South East Asia.

Basement 2 G15

Jacobsens Bakery is
known worldwide for its
colourful tins, as well as
its tasty butter cookies.
The detailed drawings
on the tins are made by
European artists, and
depict various nostalgic
periods in Denmark. Once
empty, these tins are
rarely discarded. They
are collected and proudly
displayed for everyone
to see. Their size and
decoration make them
the perfect gift to give
and receive.
This is certainly the case in

China, where the market
is up, and shows no signs
of slowing down yet.
Jacobsens’ sales are most
prosperous in the months
leading up to the Chinese
New Year – a holiday when
everyone travels home –
and endless visits are paid
to family and friends.
It is well known that the
Chinese consumer has

very particular needs.
They look, therefore, for
quality, good flavour, and
above all, good value for
their money. Jacobsens’
cookies meet their criteria
– and are therefore much
sought after – which makes
a gift of Danish cookies a
recipe for success.

the functionality. Wear this
multitasking companion
over the shoulder in the
office, or use the adjustable

shoulder strap for handsfree city adventures.
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YUMMY MUMMIES
With a Happy Mommy bag
under your arm, you’ll
be ready for anything.
Kipling’s bestselling styles
for new mothers get a
stylish update for the
new season. Brand new
for autumn 2014 is the
Baby Backpack – in black
animal print, it’s the
sophisticated companion
so functional that it will

feel like an extra pair of
hands. The gold zippers
and monochrome execution give this hands-free
pack an elevated feel
whilst a detachable
changing mat ensures
day-to-day ease. The
bestselling Camama is
looking chicer than ever
and still boasting all the
functional features that

ELEGANCE
BOTTLED
Elegance has always been
a defining characteristic
of Salvatore Ferragamo
creations. Full of grace
and refinement, they are
further enhanced by the
impeccable taste for which
the Florentine brand is
famous worldwide. In
tribute to this sophistication, Salvatore Ferragamo
presents Signorina
Eleganza – a luxurious
fragrance that celebrates
feminine grace and
seduction.
Fresh head notes of
grapefruit and pear are a
vivacious and stimulating
introduction to almond

powder and golden
osmanthus petals, which
create a delicate yet
intense heart, adding a
touch of indulgent luxury.
Base notes of patchouli
and white leather
meanwhile create a
dry-down effect that
leaves a luscious,
lingering scent
on the skin.
The packaging
of Signorina
Eleganza in
a nude beige
palette conveys
a delicate
and refined
charm, and

makes it so popular with
new mommies all over
the world – a changing
mat, buggy attachments,
bottle and dummy holder.
And though life might not
always be black and white,
this autumn fashion is.
Monochrome prints and
natural neutrals get the
Kipling seal of approval
in its Two Tone Tale

the Eleganza logo in
embossed gold adds an
extra touch of excellence.
Also on show will be
Signorina Eleganza’s
counterpart for men,
Acqua Essenziale Blu.
A symbol of masculinity
and intriguing modernity, it is a distinctive
and seductive olfactory
creation.
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collection. The stand out
Alenya in attention-grabbing
zebra block is a medium
shoulder bag with double
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VERY LIMITED EDITION
CAMUS, the only major
cognac house to remain
family-owned and
independent, is presenting
a masterful 40-year-old
cognac at TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition &
Conference. Signed by
Patrick Léger, Cellar
Master of the House
of CAMUS, the taste is
lengthened into candied
fruit notes with a touch
of oak with notes of floral
and spice. To preserve and
ensure the quality of this
2014 edition, at 40.9% vol.
and limited to only 991
bottles, the filling of each
was witnessed by a bailiff.
Combining tradition
and elegance, the bottle
design highlights the
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shades of topaz and hints
of antique gold of
this rare cognac. In
a subtle beauty, the
presentation case is
a perfect reminder of
the oak that recalls
the rigour and care
bestowed upon
the cognac within.
CAMUS is an
acting distributor
of brands such
as Moutai, one of
the most popular
and prestigious Chinese
spirits, Château
de Laubade
Armagnac, Beluga
Vodka, Ungava
Canadian Premium Gin
and Domaine Pinnacle.

Basement 2 J8
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NEW PRODUCTS

PACKING STYLE

BLOCKBUSTERS
Following the overwhelming success of the recently
released Lego Movie, the
creator of the world’s
best-loved multicoloured
miniature building
blocks is showcasing a
vast array from its 2014
portfolio at TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition &
Conference.
In Singapore LEGO is
highlighting its best

selling ranges, which
include the blockbusting
STAR WARS, FRIENDS,
and its most popular
line LEGO CITY, as the
products are easy to
relate to and make great
gifts for those buying
for children. Fans of The
Lego Movie will not be
disappointed, as products
from the film will also be
showcased. The enticing

play sets will give travellers from all over the
world the opportunity
to bring home pieces
from the silver screen,
and include the magical
candy-coloured Cloud
Cuckoo Palace, complete
with Unikitty, Emmet,
Wyldstyle and Executron
characters.
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Couronne is the Korean
bag brand that is as
quirky as it is stylish.
Calling the brand a
‘concept of modern
luxury’ the high-class
accessories label is
unveiling a delectable
choice of colours and
styles at TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition &
Conference. The Dain
bag is composed of
real leather imitating
elephant skin, sporting
a grey mottled texture
with gold zip detailing
and brand plate sealing
a look of luxe.
The Couronne collection’s standout piece
is the futuristic Quatre
Line backpack – a
fresh approach to the
traditional backpack
style. The black pack
is covered in silver
reflective panelling, with
‘Quatre’ translating as
square from French.
Printed on silky mesh

cloth the Quatre line also
consists of a clutch and
shopper, which are all
extremely lightweight
for carrying ease. Other

bags include the black
Naten, which is made
from lambskin and the
Rebaca, which is crafted
from python leather
available in chic black
or white.
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Models, Collectables,
Destination Merchandise,
Games, Retro Travel Bags...
Air, Sea, Land - in store,
on-board, online
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60-SECOND INTERVIEW
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60 SECONDS WITH:
Branislav Peric, Global Digital & CRM Director of Travel
Retail Worldwide, L’Oréal Luxe Travel Retail

TAX FREE WORLD
ASSOCIATION
23-25, rue de Berri
75008 Paris France

The digital revolution continues to touch every part of travel retail,
and is at the very heart of the changes that are shaping the rapidly
developing beauty business. In response, L’Oréal Luxe is pioneering a
comprehensive and progressive digital strategy, leading the industry
in its move to a new era where customer information rules.
“Know them better – serve them
better,” declared Branislav Peric,
the driving force behind the
increasingly digitalised L’Oréal
Luxe Travel Retail strategy. “That
is the L’Oréal philosophy.
We’re trying to better understand how
travellers behave – how they prepare for
their travel, how they fly, what they do in
the airport, and how they use their mobile
phones when travelling – all to find out
what it is they want from their travel retail
experience.”
The leading name in luxury beauty is
developing new and sound ways to acquire
and share knowledge of its customers,
in a forward-thinking move to push
the boundaries of retail and create an

experience unparalleled anywhere else in
the industry. “We call it quadrinity,” Peric
said, “connecting the dots between us, the
brands selling products in airports, and
the entire travel distribution cycle – retailers, airlines and airports. And if the four
of us do things right, the traveller will
have a better experience.”
This, Peric explained, is where digital
comes into play. The encroaching
presence of digital in the travel experience is having a profound effect on the
way that L’Oréal Luxe is looking at its
business, and with the digital universe
and the world of travel now so integrally
interlinked, the brand is able to speak
– and listen – to its customers throughout the entire journey. “Data consolidation is the future,” Peric said. “If we

want to create that idealised airport
journey that we are all looking towards,
it is only possible if data is shared
at the right point. We have to find a
win-win situation in which the customer
is respected, and where, in exchange
for their information, we can deliver
something that is truly great.”
The dynamic travel retail 6th continent
presents unique opportunities and
fresh challenges for L’Oréal Luxe – the
fragmented, global nature of the
business meaning that rules and restrictions vary from region to region. “You
have to play within parameters that are
really different from one area to another.
But that is part of the excitement of it,”
Peric said, “the fact you’re playing at the
level of the world.”
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WITH COMPETITION IN THE BEAUTY CATEGORY MORE
SAVAGE NOW THAN EVER THE INDUSTRY ENVIRONMENT HAS
CHANGED, AND PERIC EXPLAINED THAT BRANDS MUST
EMBRACE THE WORLD OF DIGITAL IF THEY ARE TO
UNDERSTAND THEIR CUSTOMERS.
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